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A Model for Predicting Thermal Conductivity 

of Rock-fluid Systems 

Anoushiravan Ghaffari 

ABSTRACT 

An analytical study is presented for determining the effective 

thermal conductivity of partially liquid saturated porous media. A 

i 

model made up of normal cubic-packed spheres, flattened at their contacts 

is utilized. The relative size of the contacts is determined from the 

two easily measurable-properties of porosity and electrical formation 

resistivity factor. A reasonable fluid distribution in the model is 

incorporated by choosing the wetting phase to be a spherical layer of 

uniform thickness on the solidgrainsurfaces. Neglecting the contribu-

tion of any convection of the fluids in the pore channels and heat 

transfer by radiation, the heat conduction equation was solved for a. 

unit cell of the model. The final results are presented in the form 

of working graphs using the dimensionless groupings of effective thermal 

conductivity divided by fluid or solid conductivity, solid conductivity 

divided by fluid conductivity, porosity, saturation of the wetting phase 

and dimensionless radius of top-bottom contacts. There is good agree-

ment between values of the effective thermal conductivities of partially 

liquid saturated consolidated sandstones and unconsolidated sands calcu-

lated by the model and existing experimental data. 

Professor W. H. Somerton 
Chairman, Dissertation Committee 
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INTRODUCTION 

The subject of thermal properties, especially the thermal conductivity of 

porous systems, is one of the most challenging problems which has attracted 

the interest of scientists and engineers for many years. This current 

great interest is due to the fact that such data have found rather wide usage 

in a number of industrial branches like thermal recovery processes in the 

petroleum field., geothermal energy development, thermal insulation in cryo-

genic applications, and many more. 

In general, porous systems have a very complex configuration, solid 

particles of different shapes and sizes, and pores of even more complicated 

geometry which may be filled with a single or several fluids. This irregular 

structure makes the exact theoretical investigation of a problem very 

difficult or rather impossible for these systems. Therefore, experimental 

examinations seem to be more logical to analyze a complex phenomenon for 

these media. However~ to obtain reliable experimental results one should 

undertake very careful procedures, which are usually difficult and time 

consuming. 

Because of these complexities, there have been. numerous attempts to 

model porous systems by analytic studies. In this case one assumes a 

typical particle shape and size and a typical packing, and analyzes the 

• ,. ' desired problem for such a model. Although some of these models may not be 

very realistic, they will help us to gain a better understanding of the 

problem under investigation. 

In the present work a conceptual model has been developed for theore-

tical study of effective thermal conductivities of porous rocks saturated 

with one or two stagnant fluids. Distinction is made between unconsolidated 

particles and consolidated.rocks. Studies concerning the effect of some 
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parameters such as axial and pore pressures, temperature, and grain size on 

the thermal conductivity of porous rocks were also made in this investigat-

ion. 

/' . 
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CHAPTER 1 

DEFINITIONS AND LITERATURE REVIEW 

1~1 The Effective Thermal Conductivity Coefficient 

It is Understood in thermodynamics that heat ·flow is the result of 

a temperature gradient. A basic relation between the amotint of heat 

conducted per unit time per unit area and the temperature gradient was 

first defined by the French mathematician Jean Baptiste Fourier and in 

his honor is called the Fourier law'of heat conduction, which is written 

mathematically as: 

·q = A grad T • (1-1.,..1) 

The quantity A which serves as a proportionality factor between the heat 

flux and the temperature gradient is called the coefficient of thermal 

conductivity. 

In general a relation such as Eq. (1-1-1) can be written macros

copically for any system in which there is a flow of heat due to an 

imposed temperature difference. In this case one may call A the coef

ficient of effective thermal conductivity, and calculate it by _experi-

-mental measurement or theoretical estimation of the heat flux, knowing 

the temperature gradient. 

Experimental measurement of the heat flux q, and therefore effec

tive thermal conductivity, will be discussed later in this chapter. How

ever, for theoretical predictions one should examine the contribution 

of the three basic modes of heat transfer, namely, conduction, convection 

and radiation, to the desired problem. 

For a porous system without any mass exchange with thJoutside, 

free or natural convection is the only participant in the convection 

mechanism. Natural convection occurs when the densi_ty of the saturating 

fluid phase in pores is not uniform. The most common parameter that 
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influences the density of the fluid is temperature. However, in some 

cases other buoyancy effects are also observed,. resulting from mass 

diffusion. By nondimensionalizing the equations of continuity, momen-

tum and energy properly, one could obtain an important dimensionless 

parameter fundamental to the.natural convection heat transfer in porous 

media which is calledthe Rayleigh number and defined as: 

pc K 
Ra=g.S.v·:r-· ~T).D, 

e 
(1-1-2) 

where S, p, C, V are the volumetric thermal expansion coefficient, the 

density, the specific heat at constant pressure, and the kinematic vis

cosity (V = ~ ) of the fluid in the pores, respectively, K the permea

bility, A the effective thermal conductivity of the porous system, g . e 

the gravitational acceleration, and finally ~T) and D are appropriate 

temperature difference, and length reference quantities. 

The main consequence of convective motion is to increase the overall 

heat ·transfer. Therefore, when this occurs, the overall effective 

thermal conductivity is greater than when the fluid in the pores is 

stagnant. A comprehensive treatment of convection in porous media can 

be found elsehwere [1]. It is important to note that the criterion for 

the onset of convective motion in such system is given by: 
2 

Ra . = 4TI ~ 40 • 
cr1. 

(1-1-3). 

This is obtained theoretically, and observed experimentally by many 

authors [2], [3]. 

At high temperatures, radiation between particle surfaces and 

radiation absorptionby the fluid in the pores become important. Radia-

' tioh contribution to the effective thermal conductivity has been studied 

by many authors. Chan and Tien [4] analyzed the radiative transfer 

through a packed bed of microspheres on the basis of a conceptual model, 

and found qualitative agreement between the predicted and existing 

"',, . .: 
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experimental data of some radiative properties such as absorption and 

scattering parameters. Schotte [5] also analyzed the radiation contri-

bution to the effective thermal conductivity. Schotte considered both 

the radiation between adjacent particle surfaces and the radiation 

between particle surfaces seen through more than one void space, giving: 

(A ) = ¢ (4D e oT3
) + 

e rad. p 1 
1 - cp'---=---

1 
(1-1-4) 

r 
s 

where (A ) d is the radiation contribution to the effective thermal 
e ra . 

conductivity, A , D , £ are the thermal conductivity, the diameter and 
s p 

the emissivity of the solid particle, respectively, <P the porosity, T 

the absolute temperature, and finally a is the Stefan-Boltzmann 

constant. 

In the absence of any mass exchange with the outside and at 

Rayleigh numbers below Ra . , conduction is the only important mecha-cr1. . 

nism to be considered in the theoretical prediction of heat transfer 

in a porous system at low to moderate temperatures. A considerable 

amount of theoretical work has been done to study conduction heat 

transfer in such media. A review of some fundamental, historic, and 

most practical works in this field is presented in the following section. 

1-2 Conductive Heat Transfer in Porous Media. 

1-2-1 Two-Component Systems 

.! In general for a two-phase porous system, the effective thermal 

conductivity in its simplest form depends on the thermal conductivity, 

volume, and distribution of ~ach phase. Therefore, if the two phases 

are a single solid component and a single fluid filling the pore space, 

the above statement is equivalent to: 

A 
e (1-2-1) 

where A is the effective thermal conductivity, V the volume, and sub
e 
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scripts s and f denote solid and fluid phase, respectively. Notice 

that the functional relationship represented by f is fixed if one 
I 

chooses a specific phase distribution. 

Using the Buckingham pi theorem, Eq. (1-2-1) in its dimension-

less form can be written as: 

\ . 
e 

\= 
where <P is the fractional porosity, defined as 

i' 
vf 

vs + vf 

For most cases As>'-f• and therefore 1 
A A e s <-r=-<x-. 

f f 

(1-2-2) 

(1-2-3) 

However, closer 

and much more useful limits can be placed on A by considering 
e 

two very simple phase distributions. For any two-phase system 

the effective thermal conductivity is maximum when the phases are pre-

sented as plane layers parallel to the direction of heat flow, and 

minimum, when the phases are separated by planes perpendicular to the 

direction of heat flow. These simple models are known as parallel and 

series distributions. The effective thermal conductivity for these 

limits are given by: 

A 
parallel: max. =<P+ (1-

A A~ 
series : ( nun · ) -l = <P + 

Af 

(1-2-4) 

(1-2-5) 

The effective thermal conductivity resulting from parallel and series. 

distributions are also known as weighted arithmetic mean and weighted 

harmonic mean of the solid and the fluid conductivities. There is 

also an intermediate value for the thermal conductivity of a composite 

system, which is called weighted geometric mean conductivity and cor-

responds to a weighted arithmetic mean of the logarithm of the in-

dividual conductivities, 

J 
Ae = <P log Af + (l - ¢) log As 

or 

= (~s)l-<P 
Af , 

(1-2-6) 
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It is very interesting to note that for both parallel and series dis-

tributions we have: 

~/'e~ \f 
---=-- \ 
d(~) ~ =1 
. \ \ 

= 1 - <I> 
(1-2-7) 

In fact it would not be very difficult to prove that the effective 

thermal conductivity equation for any phase distribution should also 

satisfy Eq.. (1-2-7). 

Other than these two fundamental bounds for effective thermal 

conductivity, Tien and V afai [6] show that having additional geometric 

information about the porous media other than porosity leads to a 

narrower band for this thermal property. 

Probably one of the earliest works in the area of conductivity of 

composite sys~ems is Maxwell's [7] model for the electrical conducti-

vity of a random distribution of spheres of conductivity Af embedded 

in a matrix of conductivity A • Because of the mathematical analogy 
s 

between the electrostatic field which forms when particles of a dielec-

tric are placed in a uniform electrical field withadifferent dielec-

tric constant, and the temperature field in the composite systems, 

Maxwell's result can be written for thermal conductivity as: 

As 
A A 2(1 - ¢) - + (1 + 2¢) 
· e s A£ 
- = - --------~~------~--~ A 

(2 + ¢) -f + (1 - ¢) 
f 

(1-2-8) 

To derive Eq. (1-2- 8) it was assumed .that the spheres are so far 

apart that their disturbance to the thermal field is not felt by neigh-

boring spheres. Therefore, because of this assumption Eq. (1-2-8) 

cannot be used widely. For porous rocks, Beck [8] claims that 

Maxwell's model is reasonably successful in the case of water saturated 

As 
rocks (~ < 10) of relatively low porosities (¢< .10). By using appro-

f 
priate correction factors obtainable from the existing data in the 
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literature, he extends the use of Maxwell's model to much wider 

ranges of As/Af and porosity~ 

Kunii{lnd Smith [9] developed equations for predicting the ef-

fective thermal conductivity of unconsolidated and consolidated porous 

beds. Under the assumption of unidirectional flow of the heat through 

models made up of spheres of uniform size in cubic or rhombohedral 

arrangement, theyarrived at the following equation for the effective 

thermal conductivity of unconsolidated particles: 

where 8 is a packing parameter (1.0 for cubic and .895 for rhombo-

hedral arrangement) and a a parameter which depends on As/Af and the 

number of contact points on a semispherical surface of one solid particle. 

For beds of consolidated particles, Kunliand Smith extended their 

theoretical work by introducing a dimensionless consolidation parameter 

in Eq. (1-2~9) and finally obtained the following equation for the 

effective thermal conductivity: 

A 
e 

>:; 
(1 - ¢) {1 + : a) 

' 0·' 
(1-2-10) 

where the new parameters ¢, Dp and hp ar:e, respectively, the porosity 

of the original packed bed from which the consolidated porous media 

is made, the diameter of particles, and the heat transfer coefficient 

representing the heat transfer rate through the contact surface be-

tween solid particles. The authors claim that values of .2 to .3 

D h 
for the consolidation parameter __E. _ _£ give satisfactory results. 

As 

,..,.., 
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Kuniiand Smith state that their equations appear to predict with 

reasonable accuracy the effective thermal conductivities for vari-

ous types of sandstones filled with stationary fluid, but it seems 

any agreement with experiment for high values of As/Af was probably 

fortuitous, because heat flow was assumed to be unidirectional in 

their investigation. However, such models might serve as a guide 

for correlating their data. 

• 
Krupiczka [10] modeled granular materials by solid cylinders 

and solid spheres of uniform size packed in a normal cubic arrange-

ment, and pores filled with a single fluid phase. By a rigorous 

mathematical solution of the Laplace equation for the above models, 

combined with experimental data, he developed a general correlation 

for effective thermal conductivity as: 

(::) (1-2-11) 

This correlation formula is valid in the region of .215<¢<.476, but 

it can also be used with some approximation for values going a little 

beyond this region. Krupiczka's correlation is reasonably successful 

in most cases of porous rocks but for dry consolidated sandstones 

I 
(porosities .23<¢<.29) there is a poor agreement between computed 

..• and experimental values. 

Anand, Somerton and Gomaa [11] developed the following corre-
··-

lation based on experimental data for the effective thermal conduc-

tivity of dry and saturated porous rock: 

0.10 
AD 0.340pD - 3.20¢ + 0.530K + 0.0130F - 0.031 , (1-2-12) 
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A 
sat. 1 + 0. 30 A-D-= 

f <P f · p sat 
[

A ~ o. 33 [ A ]0.482m -0.43 
(;..

8
) -1 + 4.57 1 _ ~ AD [PD j , (1-2-13) 

where: 

AD' A = thermal conductivities of dry and fluid saturated sat. 

rock, respectively, Btu/hr. ft. °F, 

Aa' Af = thermal conductivity of air and saturating fluid 

respectively, Btu/hr. ft. °F, 

PD' p = density of dry and fluid saturated rock, respectively, sat 

g /cc , 

K = absolute permeability, md , 

F'= electrical formation resistivity factor, and 

m = Archie's cementation factor. 

Emphasis in these correlations is placed on prediction of thermal 

conductivity from more easily measured properties. The authors re-

ported that for the 38 experimental data points which were used to 

obtain correlation Eq. (1-2-12), the standard deviation was 0.139 

for a thermal conductivity range of 0.4-2.2 Btu/hr. ft. °F, while 

for the 52 literature data points used in correlation Eq. (1-2-13), 

·the standard deviation was found to be 0.179 for the range of As/AD 

ratio values of 1.2-2.3. 

1-2-2 Multi-fluid Saturated Porous Rocks 

For petroleum or geothermal reservoirs the situation in which 

pores are filled with more than a single fluid phase is more likely. 

In petroleum reservoirs, oil, water and gas may exist simultaneously 

in the voids, or water and steam could occupy the pores together in 

formations around a geothermal well. Therefore, knowledge of thermal 

conductivity for these systems is also important. The simple idea of 

~. 
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weighted arithmetic mean, weighted harmonic mean and weighted geometric 

mean conductivity for a two-phase system could be generalized for. a 

multi'-phase composite system as: 

n 
A. A = }:; tP.A.. 

i 1 
1 1 

= 

(1...:2-14) 

n -1 
A.H = (}:; cpi/A.i) 

i = 1 
(1-2-15) 

n tP. 
A. = lf (A.. J,.) 

G i 1 
1 

= 
(1-2-16) 

where subscripts A, H, G represent arithmetic, harmonic and geometric 

means, respectively, A.. is the thermal conductivity and tP. the volu-
1 1 

metric fraction of each individual component. Above equations are 

useful when A.. of the individual components are not very different 
1 

from each other. 

Based on experiment"al measurements, Somerton, Kesse and Chu [12] 

obtained the following correlation equation for thermal conductivity 

of partially brine saturated unconsolidated sands. 

A. = 0.735 ~ 1.30tP + 0.390>.. 
e s 

~ s 
w 

(1-2-17) 

where'S is brine saturation (fraction of the pore space occupied by 
w 

brine), and thermal conductivities are in (Btu/hr-ft-°F). Equation 

(1-2-17) is reported to be in excellent agreement with thermal con

ductivity dataof oil sands containing original fluids. 

Ozbek [13] develq_ped~a conceptual model for prediction of thermal 

conductivity of multi-fluid saturated porous media. Using the model, 

he obtained the following correlation equation for effective thermal 

conductivity. 



A 
e 

-3.314> 
= 0.0585e 

86. 36A 

+ 0.0166 s 
w 

12 

0.5 0.783 18.13A 
+ 0~1939A_ + 0.0197e w 

s 

+ 0.0159 nw - 0.0002R - O.OOOlR - 0.067 (1-2-18 ws- nws 

where 

A = 
e effective thermal conductivity of two-fluid saturated rock, 

W/cm-K, 

4> = fractional porosity, (0.10 - 0.45), 

S =fractional wetting fluid saturation, (0-1.0), 
w 

As= thermal conductivity of rock solids, (0.03-0.08 W/cm-K), 

A nw 

thermal conductivity of the wetting fluid, (0.0004 - 0.010 
0. 010 H/cm-K), 

= thermal conductivity of the non-wetting fluid, (0.0001 
0.001) W/cm-~), 

2 em -K 
R =wetting fluid-solid contact resistivity (0-10 W ), 

ws 2 
em -K R =non-wetting fluid-solid contact resistivity, (0-20 W ), 

n~ . : 

Ozbek reported that thermal conductivity predictions.by the model 

equation and the experimental results are generally in good agreement 

with standard deviations of 0.0014, 0.0017., 0.0027, 0.0033 W/cm-K 

for brine-decane saturated Ottawa sand, B'Oise sandstone, and Bandera 

sandstone, respective~y. . . 

. A comparison of the values of Ae/Af calculated with some of the 

formulas proposed by different authors was made for different values 

of porosity and for two different values of \ /Af, namely, ,10 and 200 

which are typical for porous rocks fully saturated with water and with 

air, respectively. Figure 1 shows that for high values o! As/Af the 

effective thermal; conductivity of a porous system for a given porosity 

is greatly influenced by the model which represents the system and the 

i.,r' 

. .. . 
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method of calculation, while for lo~ values of A.s/Af, these are'of 

lesser importance; 

1-3 Effect of Temperature,. Pressure and Grain Size on Effective Thermal 

Conductivity 

_l-3-1 Effect of Temper?ture 

~ At low to moderate temperatures and in the absence of any con-

vective motion inside the pores, temperature dependence of the effect-

ive thermal conductivity is mostly due to the fact that thermal con-

ductivities of solid matrix and fluids filling the pore channels may 

be temperature dependent. 
\ 

The solid matrix of porous rocks consists of many different 

minerals of which quartz or feldspar predominates with thermal con-

ductivities of 7.7 W/m-K and 2.2 W/m-K, respectively. It has been 

shown by Tikhominov [14] that in low to moderate temperature range, 

the.rmal conductivity of highly conductive consolidated rocks decreases 

with increase in temperature, while for poorly conductive rocks this 

trend is reversed. This corresponds to the behavior of well-crystallized 

materials which show a decreasing trend with temperature, and poorly ' 

crystallized or amorphous materials which show increasing thermal con-
1 

ductivity with temperature. Based on experimental measurements, 

Tikhominov obtained the following correlation equation for the effect 

of temperature on thermal conductivity of porous dry rocks. 

where 

A 
T 

4.98 

= 0.047 A20 

{0~171 log T - 1.61 logA
20 

+ 0.12) 

T (1-3-1) 

AT = thermal conductivity of dry rock at temperature T (cal/sec-cm- 0 G) 

-3 
.10 ' 

-· 
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A20 = thermal conductivity of dry rock at temperature 20°C (cal/sec-

o -3 ern- C).lO , 

T =temperature ( K ). 

Anand, Somerton and Gornaa [p] found that Eq. · (1-3-1) does 

not predict the effect of temperature on thermal conductivity of 

porous rocks satisfactorily. Based on their own experimental data, 

the above authors arrived at the following correlation equation which 

is applicable to both dry and fluid saturated rocks. 

-3 A20 - 1.047Xl0 (T 
_3 -A20/3.176 

293) 0 20 - 1. 385) (A 20 (1. 8T 10 ) 

-0.64 
+ 1. 277] )·20 (1-3-2) 

In E q. (1-3-2), 'temperature T is in K, thermal conductivities in 

W/rn-K and subscript 20 refers to temperature of 20 °C. 

The above correlations were not tested in the present work. 

However, it is recommended that the model be used to estimate thermal 

conductivities at a base temperature (20°C) and that the correlating 

equation (1-3-2) be used to estirnate.values at higher temperatures. 

1-3-2 Effect of Pressure 

In subsurface porous rock formations, pressure could either be 

referred to the hydrostatic pressure of the fluids filling the pores, 

or to the effective stress which is defined as the difference between 

the overburden press~re a~d the pore pressure. 

Increasing the effective stress on the porous rock improves the 

contact between adjacent grains and therefore increases the overall 
0 

thermal conductivity. In partially liquid saturated porous rocks, 

when the wetting phase is a good thermal conductor, the effective 

stress might not affect the overall thermal conductivity appreciably. 
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This is due to the fact that the wetting phase occupies the interstices 

between the grain contacts and reduces the thermal contact resistance 

at these areas. However, the increase of overall thermal conductivity 

with increasing effective stress could be significant when the wetting 

fluid is a poor conductor. Woodside and Messmer [15] have reported 

a 30% increase in overall thermal conductivity of air saturated Berea 

sandstone when the axial stress on the test sample was increased from 

zero to 2000 psi (pore pressure was 1 atm.). Only 5% increase in 

effective thermal conductivity has been measured by the above authors 

when the axial stress was increased from 2000 psi to 4000 psi. The 

effect of axial stress on the overall thermal conductivity of porous 

rocks has also been studied by Edmondson [16], Anand, Somerton and 

Gomaa [11]. Edmondson's experimental results show that the overall 
·' 

thermal conductivities of dry Berea, Bandera and Bo~se sandstones 

increase by 7.8%, 9.5% and 12.3%/1000 psi, respectively, in the axial 

pressure range of 900-3600 psi. However, work of Anand, Somerton and 

Gomaa shows that for dry Berea and Boise sandstones, effective thermal 

conductivities increased by only 1.25 and 2 percent/1000 psi respect-

ively, above 500 psi axial stress. 

Keeping the effective stress constant, the pore pressure affects 

the overall. thermal conductivity through affecting the thermal con-

ductivity of the fluids filling the pores. In general an increase 

or decrease in conductivities of the pore fluids would be expected to 

increase or decrease the overall thermal conductivi.ty of the porous 

rocks, respectively. For liquids the increase in pressure increases 

the molecular contact and consequently the thermal conductivity. 

Bridgman [17] shows that the thermal conductivity of liquids may 

2 increase by a factor of two in the pressure range of 0 to 12000 kg/em • 

.-
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For gases the thermal conductivity is essentially independent of 

pressure in moderate pressure ranges, but increases with increasing 

pressure at high pressures. As an example, at' temperature of 100°C 

the thermal conductivity of air increases by a factor of 1.3 in the 

pressure range of 1-200 kg/cm2 [18]. 

1-3-3 Effect of Grain Size 

In a porous system if the arrangement of the solid grains is 

kept the same, enlargement or reduction of their size to any degree 

may affect the overall thermal conductivity. The total surface area 

of the grains exposed to the pores per unit totai volume, or the 

total surface area of the grain-to-grain contacts per unit total 

volume is inversely proportional to a characteristic dimension of 

the grains such as median grain diameter. One would expect that for 

a fixed porosity and packing arrangement, packs of smaller gra~ns 

would have larger total surface area and larger number of grain-to-

grain contacts for a given volume. There may exist a contact thermal 

resistance due to surface roughness between the grains at their 

contacts, or a film resistance due to surface contamination at the 

surface of the grains exposed to the pores. In this case, for a 

fixed porosity and packing arrangement, porous systems with smaller 

grains would offer a larger resistance to the heat flow compared to 

systems with larger grains, and consequently would have lower effective 

thermal conductivity • 

Other than the absolute size of the grains forming a porous rock, 

the non-uniformity of their size might also be of importance with 

respect to the value of the effective thermal conductivity. 

Based on experimental thermal conductivities for a large variety 

of unconsolidated sands and consolidated sandstones fully saturated 
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with brine, Cruze [19] obtained the following ~orrelation equation 

which gives some measure of the effect of grain size and grain size 

distribution on the effective thermal conductivity: 

(1-3-3) 

E = 0.961- 0.347 log~- 0.431 log (~s/~f) + 0.121 log (n50) 

-0.869 log (n
90

Jn10) , 

where 

~ = e effective thermal conductivity, 

~ = thermal conductivity of rock solids, s 

~f = thermal conductivity of saturating fluid, 

~ = fractional porosity, 

n90-Jn10 = grain size distribution function, 

n
50 

=median grain size (mm), 

n90 = grain size at which 90% of the grains by weight are coarser, 

n10 grain size at which 10% of the grains by weight are coarser. 

Equation (1-3-3) does indeed show a decrease in effective thermal 

conductivity when the grains are reduced in size. It also shows that 

the broader the distribution of grain. sizes (low values of n90Jn10) 

the higher is the thermal conductivity. 

single grain size. 

Note that n90Jn10 = 1. for 

1-4 Experimental Measurement of Thermal Conductivity 

Because of the very complex geometry of porous ~rocks, an exact 

theoretical investigation of a heat transfer problem for these systems 

is very difficult. Therefore, an accurate experimental study of the 

problem cannot be avoided by one who is interested in examining the 

matter precisely. However, these .experimental procedures are difficult 

.-
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and time consuming and usually require great skill and much patience. 

In determining thermal conductivity, any experimental measurement 

usually simulates a solution of the governing differential equation, 

expressing the conduction of heat in a homogenous media, that is 

(1-4-1) 

where p, c, A. are the density, the specific heat at constant pressure, 

and the thermal conduct:Lvity of the material, respectively. A com-

prehensive examination of such solutions that may be simulated experi-

mentally with little difficulty, along with an extensive study on the 

measurement of thermal conductivity can be found in the text of Tye 

[20]. Therefore, detailed de
1
scriptions of different experimental pro-

cedures are not given here and only the comparative method of thermal 

conductivity measurement w.ill be discussed briefly. 

For a cylindrical test sample, the steady state solution of Eq. 

(1-4-1) with undirectional flow of heat and no radial heat loss, can 

'be written as: 

where: 

Q = A.A (6T) , 
L 

(1-4-2) 

A = cross section-sectional area of the sample normal to heat flow 

direction, 

L =length of the sample, 

~T =temperature difference across length L, 

Q =heat flow through the sample, 

A.= thermal conductivity of the sample. 
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Measuring Q, A, Land (6T), thermal conductivity can be obtained from 

Eq.- (1-4-2). Depending on whether the heat flow is measured directly 

by potentiometric means, or by use of "standards" of known thermal 

conductivity, the method is called absolute or comparative, 

respectively. 

A schematic diagram of ~n apparatus used to measure thermal 

conductivity by the steady state comparative method is shown in Fig. 

2 • . The essential principles of the method together with detailed 

technical information about this system are discussed elsewhere by 

Anand [21] and Somerton [22]. Therefore, just some important techni

cal points will be given here. 

This system consists ofa cylindrical test sample, 32 mm thick 

and 51 mm in diameter, which is placed in a holder, 38.5 mm thick, 

and having an outer diameter of 102 mm. The holder is made of poly-

imide resin (Vespel SP-1 by DuPont), which has low~thermal conductivity 

(0.433 W/m-k), good mechanical strength, and is also thermally stable 

up to 300°C. The holder is fitted at each end by a circular stainless 

steel plate, 3.2 mm thick and 76.2 mm in diameter, with a copper-constantan 

thermocouple embedded in its center. Each thermocouple plate is seated 

on a Vitron o::..ring placed in a groove in the holder, which provides a 

good seal to maintain the inside pore fluid pressure. Pore pressure 

can be controlled through a line connected to a fluid extraction or 

injection system. The sample holder is located between two other 

holders of the same material but only 22.4 mm thick, and containing 

standards of known thermal conductivity not very different from the 

test sample. These holders are also closed at their ends with 

thermocouple plates. The stack of holders is bounded by heat source 

.-
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Fig. 2 Schematic diagram of thermal conductivity apparatus 
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Fig. 3 Details of the 
.test section 

temperature sensor 

thermocouples 

vespel holders 
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and sink on the top and bottom which are copper cylinders, 200 mm 

long and 102 mm in diameter, with built-in electric heaters and 

temperature sensors. Temperature controllers are used to maintain 

the desired high and low temperature levels. The assembly of the 

holders and the copper heaters are surrounded by separate semi-

annular pieces of insulation. Electric guard heaters are built into 

the insulators around the holders in order to minimize radial heat 

flow. 

One of the int~resting features of this apparatus is that the 

~iquid saturation of the test sample can be changed without removing 

it from the test section • Detailed discussion on this matter is 
. 

made elsewhere by Ozbek [13]. It is important to note that lowering 

the pore pressure, by opening the exit valve, to a value below the 

vapor pressure at the existing test temperature, causes the pore 

liquid to vaporize. The vapor pressure drives the evaporated liquid 

through a cooling system which condenses the vapor. Measuring the 

volume of the condensate, and knowing the previous volume of the 

pore liquid, one can easily calculate the new liquid saturation for 

the test sample. 

) 
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CHAPTER 2 

DEVELOPMENT OF THE MODEL AND 

CALCULATION TECHNIQUES 

2-1 Porous System Model. 

For many years a number of authors have been examining various 

means of predicting the highly important properties of composite sys-

terns including por~us rocks. In general a precise solution to any 

problem in porous media requires a knowledge of the shape, size, 

locationand physical properties of each component in the system, to-

gether with a set of appropriate fundamental equations governing the 

desired phenomenon. Because of the complex nature of porous systems 

it has been a tradition to model them by choosing a typical particle 

shape and size, and a typical packing. 

The subject of arrangement of units in space which might serve 

as a model to represent porous systems has by this time been thoroughly 

explored and one would expect a sound and complete set of principles 
. 

would now be available for use in any specific applications that might 

arise. Most of the authors tend to consider porous materials as 

spheres of uniform size in cubic or rhombohedral packing arrangements. 

The effective porosity (fraction of the total volume which is occu-

pied by the connected voids) of the most densely packed arrangement 

is 26.0 percent, which belongs to a rhombohedral arrangement charater-

• •v 
ized by a unit cell of six planes passed through eight sphere centers 

located at the corner of a regular rhombohedron, each edge of which 

is twice the radius of the spheres. Simple cubic packing gives the 

loosest or the most open textured packing with a porosity of 47.6 

percent. In this case the unit is a cube, the eight corners of which 
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are centers of spheres tangent to each other. Other packings give 

porosities between these two limits. Therefore, the choice of a packing 

sets its porosity. However,it is not practical to develop a different 

model for each packing because this would yield discrete variations of 

porosity, and rather com~lex pore g~ometries in some cases. 

Gomaa [23] modeled porous rock with uniform spheres packed in a 

normal cubic arrangement. Spheres were flattened at their side con-

tacts while keeping their radii constant. In this manner the flatten-

ing causes a continuous reduction in porosity. Assuming that the 

heat flow is in the same direction and parallel to the contacts at 

every point, he arrives at an expression for thermal con~uctivity of 

fully fluid saturated porous media. This model is reasonably good 

for the case of fully water saturated rocks (As/Af <10). However, there 

is poor agreement between the computed/and experimental values for dry 

rocks (As/Af>lOO). In general the experimental values for effective 

thermal conductivity are mostly greater than his analytical results. 

Ozbek [13] modified Gomaa's work; by_ adding an equal amount of 

flattening on the top and bottom contacts. He also assumes that the 

heat \flow is unidirectional, and finally arrives at his own equation 

for the effective thermal conductivity of partially saturated porous 

systems. Comparison of the experimental data with the results calcu-

lated by Ozbek' s- model show ·a reasonable agreement for -.fully _brine · 

saturated sandstones, but significant differences have been detected 

when As/Af is large (As /Af >10). His prediction of thermal conduc-

tivity is usually aower than the observed experimental values. 

The reasonable agreement of the above two models with the experi-

mental results for water saturated rocks indicates that when As/Af is 
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small the effective thermal conductivity of porous systems is not 

greatly influenced by the model which represents their structure or 

by the method used to calculate the effective thermal conductivity. 

However, for large values of "-s /Af (dry rocks), the choice of a proper 

model for porous systems and a correct method for calculating thermal 

conductivity is of great importance. 

The unidirectional heat flow assumption considered in the above 

two models neglects the distortion of heat flow lines. Accounting 

for the distortion is more realistic and would result in an increase 

in heat flow and consequently a higher thermal conductivity. This 

argument suggests that the proper accounting of heat flow lines in the 

model used by Gomaa would permit a correction to thermal conductiv-

ities of dry and liquid saturated rocks calculated by his analysis; 

But because only point contacts in the direction of the heat flow 

were considered in this model, one anticipates a zero effective thermal 

conductivity for such a system when the pores are evacuated. However, 

experimental results for evacuated sandstones show finite values for 

the effective thermal conductivity, even though it is small for packs 

of unconsolidated grains. Therefore,it would be more realistic to 

introduce finite grain-to-grain contact area:s in the direction of the 

heat flow lines as· well. Ozbek did consider such finite areas of 

' 
contact when he modified the earlier model of Gomaa. However,because 

in Ozbek's work the relative size of these contact areas are dictated 

just by porosity, one would end up with large areas of contact for 

unconsolidated grains as well as for consolidated rocks. This causes 

such a large increase in effective thermal conductivity, that the 

calculated values of this property will be higher than their experi-

mental counterparts. 
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In the present work a model made up of normal cubic-packed 

spheres, flattened at their contacts, is considered. As shown in Fig. 

4 side flattenings are the same for .all contacts, and all top and 

bottom flattenings are chosen to be the same but smaller than those on 

the sides. The proper choice for the relative size of these contacts 

is dictated by porosity and the degree of consolidation of the rocks, 

which will be investigated later. Motion of the heat is also con-

sidered to be two dimensional in the calculation of the effective 

thermal conductivity. This is more realistic when As/Af is large, 

and allows another correction over the previous works of Gomaa and 

Ozbek. Furthermore this model is extended to multi-fluid saturated 

porous syst~ms, by choosing a reasonable distribution of wetting and 

non-wetting phase fluids iri the pore space. 

2.2 Porosity Calculation 

The porosity of the sphere pack shown in Fig. 4 is continuously 

variable as a function of the top~bottom and side flattenings. A 

. 2 2 k 2 2 ~ 
rectangular parallelepiped with dimensions 2(r0 - rcl) 2

, 2(r0 - rcl) , 

2 2 )~ . d 2(r0 - rc2 , containing a spherical solid of radi~s r 0 , and flattene 

on the sides, top and the bottom is taken as a unit cell as shown in 

Fig. 5. Let VT be the total volume, and Vs , the volume of the solid 

phase of the unit cell, then Vs' VT and therefore, porosity, can be 

calculated as follows: 

(2-2-1) 
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Fig. 4 Normal cubic packing of spheres flattened at their contacts 

·Fig. 5 A unit cell for porosity calculation 
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4 31 2 1 2 l vs = 3 nr0 1- (1- m1) (2 + m1) - 2(1 - m2) (2 + m2)f , (2-2-2) 

3 3 
2m\+ 3m2 - m2 - 4~ , 

mlm2 

~ = 1 - V /V ~ 1 - ~~6m1 -
s T 12 

(2-2-3) 

where 

The above expressions for Vs' and porosity ~' are valid up to p
1 

= 

y2 /2 = 0;701, where the contact areas on the sides touch each other. 

Thereafter by referring to Fig.6B, V and porosity must be calculated 
s 

from the following equations: 

3 

vs =:roll - (1 - ml)2(2 + ml) 

-1 2 ~l tan (1 - 2m1) f , (2-2-4) 

(2-2-5) 

where 

-1 2 !.< l 4 tan (1 - 2m1) 2 f 
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In this case, the expression for f
1

(m
1

) can be well approximated by 

a much simpler function as: 

f 1(m1)= 1- ;jl- (1- m~)l,;! 
Equation (2-2-4) for V , and (2-2-5) for <I> are obtained with consid

s 

eration that the contacts on the top and bottom never touch the side 

ones, Later developments showed that in fact 

p
2 

is not very large, and therefore regions for which p
2 

> (1 

were not examined. 

Detailed analysis leading to Eqs. (2-2-1) to (2-2-4) are 

developed in Appendix A. Fig. 7 is obtained by calculations using 

Eqs. (2-2-3) and (2-2-5) and gives porosity as a function of dimen
r 

sionless radius p
1 

= ~ of side contacts, for different values of 
ro r 

d · · 1 d · c
2 

f d b 1.mens1on ess ra 1.us p
1 

= -- o top an ottom c;ontacts. 
ro 

2-3 Effective Thermal Conductivity Calcuation 

In the present work the contribution of convection and radiation 

to heat transfer in the model are neglected. Therefore,the final 

results are applicable for porous rocks in which the Rayleigh number 

characterizing the natural convection is below its critical limit for 

that system, and for low to moderate temperatures. Of course there 

will be no forced convection since there will be no flow of fluids 

through the pores. 

Taking into consideration the symmetry of the model, as well as 

appropriate boundary conditions, one could consider that the effective 

thermal conductivity of the model and that of the unit cell are equal. 

Therefore, it is sufficient to obtain the effective thermal conduc-

tivity of a unit cell. In order to do so, the temperature distribu-

tion due to imposed boundary conditions on this unit cell must first 

I 

.. 
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be calculated. The temperature distribution would be symmetrical 

about both the horizontal plane containing the sphere's center and 

the vertical axis, if constant uniform temperatures are imposed on 

the horizontal boundaries. Thus, because of this symmetry, it is suf-

ficient to obtain the temperature distribution in a one-eighth seg-

ment of a unit cell. All further discussions will refer only to this 

unit, which is called an elementary cell as shown in Fig. 8. 

Assuming that conduction is the only mode of heat transfer, the 

governing equation for steady state temperature distribution in the 

elementary cell is: 

'iJ • (A'VT) = 0 (2-3-1) 

with boundary conditions: 

\ 

2 ~ 2 
T = Tl at fi1:= 0 ' T = T2 at z = (ro - r ) c2 (2-3-2) 

aT 
0 and x 2 2 ~ 

ax= 0 at x = = (ro rcl) (2-3-3) 

aT 2 2 ~ -= 0 at"! = 0 and y = (ro rcl) ay 
(2-3-4) 

The conditions '(2-3-3) and (2-3-4) arise from the fact that the lat-

eral boundaries are adiabatic due to the symmetry of the temperature 

distribution. 

A solution to equation (2-3-1) for the elementary cell, with 

boundary conditions as described, would yield a three dimensional 

temperature field which could be used to calculate the total heat 

flow passing through the elementary cell as: 

Q =j A. <aT) 
s az z = 0 

dA (2-3-5) 

A 
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where A is the area normal to the direction of heat flow. This heat 

flow value :can then be used to dete_rmine the effective thermal con-

ductivity of the elementary cell, which is defined by 

(2-3-5) 

It is not very difficult to show that this effective thermal conduc-

tivity is equal to that of a unit cell, or of the model. 

Before starting to solve the problem, the elementary cell was 

. 2 2 ~ divided into two regions by a cylindrical surface of rad1.us (r0 - rcl) , 

having the Z coordinate as its axis (Fig. 9), and it was assumed that 

the total heat flow Q could be divided into two independent flows, 

namely QI and QII' eachpassing one of the separated regions. This 

could be justified as follows: For As/Af = 1 it is obvious that the 

heat flow lines are parallel with each other everywhere and perpendi-

cular to the xy plane, and therefore heat flows QI and QII are indeed 

independent of each other. It is easy to show that in this case 

QII/Q = 1 - ~ = .215, in other words only 21.5 percent of the total 

heat will flow as QII• The matter will be similar for As/Af values 

not very far from unity. Howeve~ for large values of As/Af most of 

the total heat flows as QI and QII will be even less than 21.5 percent 

of the total heat. Thus there is a weak interaction between the heat 

flow lines passing through region II and the boundary which separates 

this region from the rest of the elementary cell. 

As a consequence of the above consideration, the cylindrical sur-

face which divides the elementary cell into two regions can be safely 

approximated as an adiabatic boundary. This enables us to determine the 

thermal resistance of each region separately, and because these resist-

ances are parallel with each other, the total thermal resistance is 
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given by 1 

Rr 
(2-3-6) 

and the effective thermal conductivity would be: 

J. 
e 

L = .,.--=---
A • Rr (2-3-7) 

where 

L 

2 2 A = (r - r ) 0 cl 

Therefore our original problem has been reduced tp the calculation of 

the thermal resistances RI and RII. 

2-4 Determination of the Thermal Resistance of Region I 

The thermal resistance of this region can be determined in terms 

of the heat flow QI as follows: 

(2-4-1) 

In order to evaluate QI' the temperature distribution in the cylindri

cal region I, as shown in Fig.lO, must first be calculated. With the 

temperature distribution calculated, the heat flow QI can be evaluated 

from the temperature gradients at either the lower or upper boundary. 

Agreement of the heat flows calculated at these two boundaries gives a 

check on the accuracy of the temperature distribution. 

Calculation of temperature distribution 'in region I is possible by 

solving the steady state heat•conduction equation in the solid and in 

the fluid. In the system of cylindrical coordinates this has the form 

(2-4-2) 
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Fig. 10 Region I 

Fig. llA Region I subdivided into 

finite difference elements 
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Fig. llB An interior node 
near the solid-fluid 
interface 
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Because the geometry and the boundary conditions for this region are 

independent of the coordinate e, the temperature will be a function 

of r and z coordinates only, and Eq. (4-4-2) reduces to 

(2-4-3) 

In this case the flow of heat takes place in planes passing through 

the z axis. 

The temperature distribution Ts oLthe solid phase and Tf of the 

fluid phase are both governed by Eq. (2-4-3) so the problem reduces 

to solution of the following systems of equations: 

(2-4-4) 

(2-4-5) 

and the boundary conditions are: 

2 2 )~ T = T at z = 0, 0 < r < (r - rcl s 1 0 

ar 1 __ s=O at r = o, 0< z < (r - r )~ 
Clr 0 c2 

ars 
0 at r 

2 2 ~ 0 < -- = (ro rcl) z < rcl Clr 

2 2 )~ T = T2 at z = (ro rc2 0 < r < rc2 s " . 

In addition to the above boundary conditions, at the cummon boundary 

of the phases, continuity relations for temperature and heat flux 

must be satisfied,i.e.: 



•. 

T = T s f 

where; is a unit vector perpendicular to the interface. 
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An exact analytical solution to the system of Eqs. (2-4-4) and 

(2-4-5), which satisfies the above boundary and interface conditions, 

is difficult and may be impossible. This is due to the fact that ana-

lytical methods can be applied most effectively to homogeneous prob~ 

lems of simple geometry. A comprehensive study of such solutions can 

be found in the famous work of Carslaw and Jaeger [24]. However, there 

is another important method for obtaining solutions to these problems, 

namely,numerical analysis. Although the basic fundamentals of numeri-

cal techniques have long been known in mathematics, it has only been 

since ·the development of large scale digital computers that these me-

thods have been used widely in scientific and engineering fields. 

A numerical solution to a boundary value problem such as Eq. 

(2-4-3) can be obtained by finite difference methods which have been 

the subject of many texts 125 ,. 26, 27 ] . The basic idea of these me-

thods is to replace derivatives at a point by ratios of the changes in 

appropriate variables over a small but finite interval. Adopting the 

the notation of subscripts i,j to denote the positions (r,z), and 

notation 

T .. = T (r = i ~r, Z = j ~Z) , 
1,] 

(2-4-6) 

where we have specified a mesh size (~r, ~Z), the finite difference 

approximation of Eq. (2-4-3) is: 

Ti - - 2T. + T. T. - T. 
l,j lzj 1zj 1 + l,j .1 + lzj 1 -+ + 

(~r)2 2(~r)r .. 
1,J 

Ti . - 2T. + T. 
zJ - 1 1zj l.zj + 1 0 (2-4-7) = 

(~z) 2 
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This equation can also be obtained making an energy balance for the 

node (i, j), i.e., equating the sum of thermal currents directed to-

ward this node to zero. This can be expressed mathematically as: 

A (!Jz) /jr "I (/jz) !Jr Ar (r .. - -2 ) (T .. - T
1
. _ 1 .) + 1\ Ar (r .. + .~2 ) (T .. - T

1
. + .. ) 

Ll 1,J . 1,J ,J Ll 1,J 1,] 1,J 

/jr /jr) + A(r .. -,;-)(T .. - T. . 1 ) + A(r .. Az (T. ·.- T .. + 1) = 
l.,J LlZ 1,J l.,J - 1,] Ll 1,J 1,J 

0. (2-4-8) 

Rearranging_ terms in Eq. (2-4-8), yields Eq. (2-4-7). 

In general the method of making an energy balance for an indi-

vidual node m and its adjacent n nodes can be represented as: 

~ k (T - T ) = 0 , 
n mn n m 

(2-4-9) 

where K is the thermal conductance between the node m and adjacent mn 

n nodes, and is defined as: 
A 

k = A ( mn) 
mn L (2-4-10) 

mn 

where A is the thermal conductivity, A the average surface area permn 

pendicular to the direction of heat flow, and L the distance between · mn 

the nodes. If the line connecting the two adjacent nodes is located 

entirely in the interior of the solid or of the fluid phase,then A in 

Eq .. (2-4-10) would be considered As or Af' respectively. Otherwise, 

when the element connecting the two adjacent nodes is partly located in 

the solid and partly in the fluid phase, the overall thermal conduct~ 

ance between the nodes is calculated using the following relation: 

1 
K 

mn 
(2-4-11) 

where K
1 

and K
2 

are the thermal conductances of the parts located en

tirely in the solid and in the fluid phase. This relation is obtained 

based on the fact that K
1 

and K
2 

are thermally in series with respect 

to the direction of heat flow. 
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Using the method of energy balance, for a node near the boundary 

between the solid and fluid like node B in Fig. llB, one would obtain 

a nodal equation such as 

node B 

1 

(T .. - T. - 1) + 1,] 1,j Hl 
>. (flr)r .. s 1,] 

flz flr ( -z:;--)( r . . - z-HT .. - T. 1 . ) r l. ,J 1,] 1- ,J 

1 (T .. 
H2 1,] 

+ Af(flr)r .. 1,J 

= 0 (2-4-12) 

By the same token, for a node on.the left boundary such as c and one 

on the right boundary such as D shown in Fig.llA, the nodal equation 

would be, respectively, as following: 

node C 

(T .. - T1. + l .)(flz) + -4
1

l(T .. -
1,] ,J 1,] f 

(flr) 2 
T1 .. _ 1) + (T .. - T .. + 1) (--;;:-) = ,J 1,J 1,] uz 

( 2-4-13) 

node D 

2 (T _ T ) ( _ flr) (flz) + (T ) ( · flr) (!J.r) 
i,j i -l,j ri,j 2 !J.r i,j - Ti,j + 1 ri,j - 4 !J.z 

+ (T. j - T .. 
1, 1,] 

)( _ !J.r) (!J.r) = 0 - 1 . ri,j 4 !J.z ( 2-4-14) 

0 , 

The nodal equations given by (2-3-12), (2-3-13) and (2-3-14) can 

also be obtained by us~ng the original governing equation, that is,Eq. 

(2-4-3), and existing boundary conditions for the problem. This ap-
/ 

proach, together with an investigation of the errors involved in the 

difference formulation of the problem, are discussed in Appendix B. 

To evaluate the temperature at each nodal point in the field, 

equations such as (2-4-8), (2-4-2) for interior nodes and (2-4-13), 
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(2-14-14) for boundary nodes should be written, and the 'resulting 

set of equations must be solved simultaneously. 

2-5 Solution of the Difference Equations. 

The system of difference equations can be written in matrix ·-' 

notation as: 
,,· 

A.T = B (2-5-1) 

where T and B are column matrices containing the unknown values of 

temperature and known values connected to the boundary conditions, 

respectively, while A is a square matrix conta~ning the coefficients 

of unknown temperatures in the difference equations. 

Solutions to such a set of algebrffic equations are usually 

considered in two general categories, direct and iterative methods. 

The direct methods, of which Gaussian elimination is a well known 

example, yield the exact solution of a system of difference equations 

using a finite number of operations, while iterative methods consist . 
of the repeated application of a simple algorithm, and usually 

yield the exact solution only as; a limit of a sequence of trials. 

Direct methods are ideally suited for the solution of a small 

set of equations or system of equations which have been generated 

in approximating parabolic equations. Thomas algorithm, which 

plays an essential role in such problems, is perhaps one of the most 

efficient methods in direct approaches. 

The iteraiive m~thods, on the other hand, are usually pre- ~'· .. 

ferred for solving large spares, that is when the coefficient 

matrices associated with the finite difference solution of the 

differential equations contain·a large number of zero elements. 

These methods take full advantage of these numerous zeros, both 
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in storage and operation. There are many different iterative 

methods, among which successive over-relaxation (SOR) is a very 

efficient and effective device to reduce the time required to ob-

tain a desired accuracy •... This technique along with some generalized 

concepts underlying direct and iterative methods are discussed in 

Appendix C. 

Because the number of simultaneous equations, the solution of 

which yields the temperature field, can become very large for this 

problem, and also due to the fact that the coefficient matrix A 

contains a large number: of zero elements, the successive over-

rela~at:i.on technique is 1JSed in the present work to solve the re

sulting set. of algebraic equations .. 

Solving a large set of equations with the S.O.R. method may 
'··,. 

require many iterations over many nodes, thus it is very important, 

even with a modern digital computer, to optimize the iteration 

procedure. For this problem a method described by Carre! [2s ] is 

used to estimate the optimum ac.celeration factor fOr the suc~essive 

iterations. 

2-6 Determination of the Thermal Resistance of Region II. 

As explained earlier in Section (2-3), when As/Af is large, 

only a small fraction of the total heat will flow through region II. 

Thus the effective thermal conductivity of the mod·el and that .of 

the region I are very close. Therefore the method of calculation 

of the heatflow QII does not have a real effect on our final result. 

For this reason the thermal resistance of this region is calculated 

with the assumption of undirectional motion of the heat, which of 

course yields satisfactory results for small values of A
5

/Af as well. 
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Region II is divided into five sections as shown in Fig. 12A 

The thermal resistance of each section is calculated separately and 

a network of these resistances is constructed to evaluate the total 

thermal resistance of this region. Determination of the thermal 

resistance of each individual section is given as follows: 

Section 1 

This section contains fluid only. Therefore: 

(fiT) l 11 
Rl = --=- = -- -

QI Al).f 

(2-6-1) 

Section 2 

This section contains both solid and fluid. To determine the 

thermal resistance of this section, first the heat flow through the 

infinitesimal cylindrical element of thickness dr, shown in Fig. 13, 

is calculated as: 

but 

dA2 = erdr 

2 2 !.: 
Ls = (ro r ) 2 

1 f = rcl - 1 s 

therefore Equa. (2-6-2) becomes: 

dQ2 
(LIT)

2
.e.r.dr 

2 2 !.: 
(ro - r ) 2 r -

+ cl 
). 

s 

r -cl 
2 2 ~ 

(r
0 

- r ) 

2 
(ro 

2 !.: 
- r ) 2 

).f 

(2-6-2) 
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Fig. 12A Region I1 subdivided into 5 individual sections 
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Yig. 12B Electrical analog of region II 
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Fig. 13 Top view of section 2 and its side cross-section 

Fig. 14 Section 4 and its top view 
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;f_ . ,/ 
/ 2 IV (r:2--r ) 2 

Fig. 15 Region II and its 

electrical analog, 

for r 1/r >0.701 0 Cl c 0 
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The total heat flow passing through section 2 is 

Q2 = e. (t.T) 2 

Carrying out the integration yields: 

R = 
2 

(2-6-3) 

Section 3 

This section also contains fluid only. Thus:· 

(~T) 3 L3 rcl 
. (2-6-4) 

Q3 = AJ''f = 2 l 2 
2 0r 2 

2 ~f 0 
(ro - rcl) --2-- rcl(ro - rcl) A.f 

Sections 4 and 5 

These two sections contain both solid and fluid and are also 

identical. Therefore, it is sufficient to determine the thermal 

resistance of only one of these components. An infinitesimal element 

of thickness dz in section 4 is considered (Fig. 14), and the heat 

flow through this element is calculated as: 

(~T)4 
(2-6-5) 

where A
1 

~nd A
2 

are the areas of the infinitesimal solid and fluid 

phase perpendicular to· the direction of heat flow, respectively. 



These areas can be expressed as following: 

1 2 2 
Al = 2 (rcl - z ) ~ 

1 2 2 
2 (ro - z ) 

1 2 
2 (ro 

r 2 
-1 cl -tan ( 2 

r· -
0 

2 ~ 
z ) 

r 
. -1( cl) Sl.n --

rO 

Substitution of A1 and A2 into Equa. (2-6-5) yields the following 

for the thermal resistance of this section: 

dz 
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2 2 k 2 2 2 2 
(r - z ) 2 + C ( - z ) - C ( - z ) x cl 3 r cl 4 ro 

where 

cl = 

c2 = 

c3 

0 -1 
tan 

l 2 2 k Af r 0 (r0 - rc1 )
2 

sin 

(A 2 2 ~ 
Af)(ro - rcl) s 

(A 
s Af).~ /2 

(2-6-6) 

~ 
2 

(ro 
2 

rcl) ·F2 
/2 

. 
Analytical evaluation of the integral involved in Equa. (2-6-6) is 

very difficult and cannot be found. Therefore, this integral is 

evaluated numerically. 

The electrical analog for the heat conducted through region II 

is shown in Fig. 12B, which gives a total thermal resistance as: 
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~I (2-6-7) 

When the contact areas on the sides touch each other, thereafter 

resistances R2 and R
3 

vanish, but another section, which is completely 

solid, appears as shown in Fig. 15. Its thermal resistance is given 

by 

(~T) 6 
2 2 k: 

16 (2r - r ) 2 
(2-6-8) 

R6 
cl 0 = =-- = 

QII A6As 2 2 
- .:!!:) A (r - r cl)(l 0 4 s 

The total thermal resistance for region II in this case is: 

(2-6-9) 

2-7 Thermal Conductivity of Multi-Fluid Saturated Rocks. 

The single fluid saturated systems for which the calculation of 

the effective thermal conductivity was considered above in detail 

are yery rare in petroleum reservoirs. However, having developed a 

model for a simpler case, it is easy to extend it to a more compli-

cated one. 

Pore spaces in an oil reservoir are usually filled with two or 

more fluid phases. Oil, water, and gas may exist simultaneously in 

the voids, each occupying a fractionof the pore volume. This 

fraction is referred to as the saturation of that phase and is denoted 

by the symbolS., where subscript i identifies each individual fluid 
l. 

component. 

In general, if the pore spaces contain fluids of thermal con-

ductivities >..1 , >..2 , ..... An' and corresponding saturations s1 , s2 , .... 

. S , then the effective thermal conductivity of the system in its 
n 
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dimensionless form can be written as: 

(2-7-1) 

The functional relationship represented by F depends on the texture 

(i.e. size, shape, and arrangement) of the solid components as well as 

on the distribution of each individual fluid within the pore space. 

To make the problem less complicated, it was thought that a two-

fluid saturated system would be a simple and rather practical case to 

examine, since oil-water or gas-oil systems are relatively common in 

petroleum reservoirs. Using the present model to represent the porous 

rock where the size, shape and arrangement of the so~id grains are 

fixed, it remains to specify phase distribution of the fluids within 

the pores for calculation of the effective thermal conductivity. Dis-

tribution of the fluids in the porous network of a reservoir rock is 

a function of the saturation as well as the wetting characteristic of 

the rock solids and the fluids. For example, for an oil-water system, 

the reservoir rock could be either water wet, which means water pre-

ferentially adheres to the reservoir rock surface, or oil wet. From 

the geometry point of view, the distribution of two immiscible fluids 

within the pore space can be considered as the following widely accepted 

model. When the porous medium has the lowest possible saturation of 

the wetting phase, this phase forms pendular rings around the grain 

contact points. These rings are not connected with each other except 

perhaps th~ough a molecular thickness on the solid surface. If the 

wetting phase saturation is increased beyond this minimum, the pendular 

rings expand and finally become large enough to merge and form contin-

uous channels while the non-wetting fluids stays in the middle forming 
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also a continuous network. Further increase in saturation of the 

wetting-fluid causes the non-wetting fluid to break into individual 

droplets. Fig.l6 represents the above possible regimes for an oil-. 

water system where grains are considered to be water wet. 

To incorporate a reasonable fluid distribution into the existing 

model, the wetting phase is chosen to be a spherical layer of uniform 

thickness next to the solid grain surfaces (Fig. 17). Even though 

this choice may not be very realistic for very low and high saturations 

of the wetting phase where the'wetting and non-wetting fluids become 

discontinuous, ~t would be a good approximation for the intermediate 

saturations, and is also convenient from the analysis point of view. 

The relation between the wetting phase saturation S and radius 
w 

to the interface of the fluids r is needed. As mentioned before, 
w 

the wetting phase saturation is the fraction of the pore space occu-

pied by this phase; thus: 

S = volume of wetting phase/pore volume 
w 

(2-7-2) 

By referring to Fig. 17, the volume of wetting phase and pore volume 

can be expressed as follows: 

3 
1T ro 2 1 2 

=-- + l 3 (p - m ) -v p - ml) (2pw + m ) -- (p m2) (2pw w 6 . w w 1 2 w 2 

3 2 v = ro ¢mlm2 v 

where 

6 
1T 

(1 - ¢)m2lm2~ 

p = r /r0 • w w 

The above relation for V is valid until 
w 

' ,;::; 2 2 ~ 
For the region where v2 (r0 - rcl) < rw < 

Eq. (2-7-3) .should be modified as: 

(2-7-3) 

(2-7-4) 

- ;::; 2 2 !.: r ~ v" (r - r ) 2 

w 0 cl • 
2 2 2 ~ 

( 2ro - rcl - rc2) ' 

.. 
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Low water saturation Intermediate water High water saturation 
saturation 

Fig. 16 Three possible regions for an oil-water system where water 

is the wetting phase 

Wetting 
Fluid 

Fig. 17 Distribution of the wetting and the 

non-wetting fluids in the pore space 

Non-wetting 
Fluid 



3 
7Tro 

v 
w 

=--
6 

where 

+ 4 

p - (p - m..) (2p + m ) - - (p l 3 2 1 
w w .i w 1 2 w 

- - (1- ¢)m m 6 2 f 7T 1 2 (2-7-5) 

(2-7-6) 

2 2 
There is another region where rw >(2r0 - rcl - 2 )~ rc2 , for 

which the functional form of V becomes very complicated. This 
w 

2 2 2 ~ region is not examined, because r0~rw<(2r0 - rc1- rc2) itself 

covers a wide range of the wetting phase saturation. 

Figure 18 is plotted using the appropriate relation for the 
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volume of wetting phase in Eq. (2-7-2), and gives saturation as a 

function of dimensionless radius to the wetting fluid-non-wetting 

fluid interface, for different porosities and no flattening on the 

top and bottom contacts. It is very interesting to note that these 

curves are not very sensitive .to changes in p2 for a fixed porosity. 

Therefore these curves can also be used for the other values of P2 

with an ~rror less than one percent. Only at very low porosities 

(less than 0.10) does this error increase, and different curves 

should be considered ~or ·different values of p2 • 

The existing knowledge developed earlier for a single fluid 

saturated model can be used with some modifications for the calcu-

lation of the effective thermal conductivity of the proposed two-

fluid phase system. Referring to Fig. 17 the thermal resistance of 
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1.5..--------------------------, 

1.2 

1.1 

1.0 loii!!::~-L--,........L-----'_;,_-..L..-_.......__-'-_~-----'~_...__ _ _, 

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 I. 0 

Fig. 18 Dimensionless radius to the wetting-non-wetting fluid 

interface as a functioi of saturation of the wetting 

phase, for different porosities and rc2 = 0 
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region"I can be easily determined following the same procedures 

described earlier to solve the steady state heat conduction equation 

for this region by the method of. finite difference. 

Thermal resistance of region II can be calculated as bef9re 

making the assumption of undirectional flow of heat. However, 

because of the complex 'geometry of the two phase system, a weighted 

geometric mean of the conductivity of these phases is assigned for 

the thermal conductivity of this region,, given by: 

v 
w 

<v>II 
T 

.A .A 
w nw 

v nw 
<v>n 

T 
(2-7-7) 

where V , V , V are the volume of solid, wetting, and non-wetting s w nw . 

phase in region II, respectively, and VT is the total volume of this 

region, given by: 

- - (1 - p ) p 1T • 2 f 
4 1 1 

(2-7-8) 

3 j 2 2 2 ~ TT [ 2 ~ 2 
Vw = rO l¢Sw(l- pl)(l- pl)(l- p2) t 12 (l -p2) (2 + p2) 

- 3P1 + P~]+ ~ ~1- p~)p1.- ~(1- p~)(p! + p~- 1)~ 

- ~2 ~p!(l - P~)~- 3P!<P! + Pi - 1)~ ~ (1 - P~) 3 / 2 + 

(p! + pi- 1)3/2]} ' (2-7-9) 

(2-7-10) 

v=v-v-v nw T s w (2-7-11) 
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As argued before, any reasonable method to evaluate the thermal 

conductivity of this region will be satisfactory and does not have 

an important effect on the value of the overall thermal conductivity. 

Haying assigned a thermal conductivity as in Eq. (2-7-7) for region 

II, its thermal resistance can be given by 

(2-7-12) 

2-8 Determination of the Relative Size of Grain to Grain Contacts. 

The equations obtained for porosity of the proposed model reveals 

the fact that knowledge of porosity alone is not enough to define a 

unique configuration for the system, and some argument should be made 

about the relative size of grain-to-grain contacts to fix the geometry 

for a given porosity. 

In general a complete understanding of the relation between the 

grains, such as the number and type of contacts' requires a compre-

hensive study of the size, shape and arrangement of these particles. 

Also required is knowledge of the processes which are responsible fo:t 

reduction of the pore space, namely compaction under which gravita-

tional stress over geological ages causes closer packing, crushing 

and deformation of the grains, and cementation in which minerals 

serve as cement to hold together the individual grains. Such studies 

have been made elsewhere in texts on sedimentary rocks [29, 30]. ,-. 

However, a sound and precise relationship among these properties and 

the relative size of the'contact between the grains is very difficult 

to obtain. Taylor [31] classifies the sand grain contacts as they 

appear in the plane of a random thin-section and considers that three 
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types of contacts, namely tangential, long, and concave-convex,as 

shown in Fig. 19, can occur between the grains. Taylor finally con-
i 

eludes that the number of contacts per grain and the types of them 

due to stress increase with depth. In connection with the mutual 

spatial relationship among the grains, Kahn [32] introduces two 

numerical parameters, namely the packing proximity, and the packing 

density. The forme-r is a qualitative measure of*'grain-to-grain con-

tacts, and is e~pressed as the ratio of the number of grain-to-grain 

contacts in a traverse across the thin-section, to the total number 

of contacts of all kinds in the same traverse. When this parameter 

is small, most of the contacts are those between a grain and cement, 

and the grains have only a -small area of contact with each other. Con-

versely a large packing proximity means that most of the contacts 

are grain-to-grain, with less mutual relation between the grains and 

cementing minerals, which suggests that the rock has been under 

compaction without the introduction of much cementing agents. The 

second parameter introduced by Khan, i.e. the packing density, is a 

measure of aggregation of the packing and is defined as the ratio of the 

sum of the length of grain intercepts to the total length of the 

traverse across the thin section. 

Although the above authors have examined types and the number 

of grain-to-grain contacts, they have not made any quantitative 

statement about their relative size, which is of course a difficult 

parameter to investigate from thin-section analysis. However, for 

porous rocks there exists a_physical property, namely, the effective 

thermal conductivity, which can be used as a guide for estimation of 

some average size of the grain-to-grain contacts. 
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Tangential 
Contact 

Fig. 19 Mutual spatial relationship among the grains in a typical 

sedimentary rock (after Taylor [31]) 

The total number of grains in the traverse is six and there 

are only two grain-to-grain contacts in the traverse. Packing 

proximity is therefore, f .100 = 33.3%. Packing density is 

the ratio of the sum of the intersept-size values for the 

six grains to the length of the traverse. Therefore~ packing 
6 

density = Tg. It. 
i=l1 
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In a porous system if the interconnected pores are evacuated, in 

the absence of radiation energy transfer, heat can only be conducted 

by the solid components through their finite contact areas 

present in the direction of heat flow. Therefore, the effective 

thermal conductivity in this case will be a function of the size, 

shape, arrangement, and thermal conductivity of the grains as well 

as the number and size o_f their contacts. 

The influence of the thermal conductivity of the solid com-

ponents, A , on the effective thermal conductivity of a porous system s 

under the vacuum conditio~ AeO' is very easy to investigate. In 

fact because the interconnected pores are non-conductive, the con-

ductivity of the system is entirely due to the solid grains and their 

finite areas of contact.. Consequently, one can conclude that "eo 

is proportional to A . This can·be expressed as: 
s 

(2-8-1) 

It is obvious from Equa. (2-8-1) that the factor F, which serves as 

a proportionality constant, fully embodies the influence of the 

geometry of the grains and their mutual relationship. 

Similar to the above factor, there exists a widely used parameter 

in the oil-industry to characterize the pore structure of sedimentary 

rocks'and sands. This paramete~ which is called the electrical for-

mation resistivity factor, F, is defined as the ratio of 

the electrical resistivity of a fully saturated porous rock,R , to 
e 

the electrical resistivity of the saturant fluid,Rf. This can be 

shown as: 



R e F =-
electrical Rf 

(2-8-2) 

In terms of electrical conductivities, Eq. (2-8-2) becomes: 

yf 
F = electrical y e 

(2-8-3) 
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The fact that the rock forming minerals are usually poor electrical 

conductors reveals the striking similarity between the two Eqs. 

(2-8-1) and (2-8-3). Therefore,it will be appropriate to call the 

factor F in Eq. (2-8-1), the thermal formation resistivity, and 

denote it by Fthermal" 

Many attempts have been ,made to find analytical or empirical 

relations that can express the influence of the geometry and packing 

of the grains on the thermal formation resistivity factor. Chan and 

Tien [33] studied the heat transfer through the solid phase of three 

different packed beds of uniform size spheres, namely, simple cubic, 

body-centered cubic, and face-centered cubic, as shown in Fig. 20. In 

each case heat can be transferred through the circular patches which 

are formed at the contact points of the spheres, due to an axial 

load on the system. Based on the assumption that the contact. areas 

are very small, these authors obtained an analytic solution, for the 

temperature field within a single sphere, which has a uniform heat 

flux on the two diametrically opposite contacts, while the rest of 

its surface is insulated. This basic solution together with some 

geometrical parameters provides the necessary information for the 

calculation of the effective thermal conductivity of each packing. 

Chan and Tien's final results can be expressed as follows: 

.. 

.r. 
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Simple cubic Body -centered cubic Face-centered cubic 

Fig. 20 Unit cell of three different regularly packed spheres 

Table 1 Basic Parameters for different packing patterns 

¢ 

Simple cubic 0.476 

Body-centered cubic 0.320 

Face-centered cubic 0.260 

Fig. 21 Curvilinear square 

network for a 

spherical element 

with circular con-

tacts 

Nt N a 

l/2r l/4r 2 
--,...._ 0 0 2 

{3/2r 3/16r
0 0 

V6/4r 
. 0 

{3/6r 2 
0 

Fig. 22 Curvilinear square 

network for a cy

lindrical element 

with circular con-

tacts 
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A 
s 

F =""~"" 
thermal /\eO 

N 
= (__!_ . s s )(0. 64) 

N · j · r · r 
a c 

(2-8-4) 

where N and N are the number of particles per unit length and per 
t a 

unit area, respectively, and are presented in Table (1) for the three 

regular packing patterns, r is the radius of 'the circular contact 
c 

area, S. a packing parameter which is equal to 1, 1/4, 1/3 for simple 
. J 

cubic, body-centered cubic and face-centered cubic, respectively, 

and finally S a parameter which depends on the ratio of the radius 
r \ 

of the contact rc to the radius of spherical grain r
0

, its numerical 

values given as: 

rc 0.001 0.002 0.004 0.006 0.008 0.010 
ro 

S· 0.8252 0.8193 0.8207 0.8334 0.8280 0.8331 
r 

Because of the assumption that the contact areas are not very large, 

' 
the application of Equa. (2-8-4) is limited to small values of rc/r0 . 

In fact Chan and Tien suggest that the ratio of rc/r0 should be 

smaller than 0.10. For larger values of rc/r0 , the analytical solu

tion of the conduction equation for the propagation of heat through 

the solid phase of the fo~egoing packed beds becomes rather difficult. 

Therefore, approximation methods are usually used to obtain the 

effective thermal conductivity of such systems. 

Kaganer £34] used the method of curvilinear squares to determine 

the thermal resistance of a single spherical particle, which has uni-

form temperatures on the two diametrically opposite contact patches, 

~hile the. rest of its surface is insulated. ~or a particular case of 

r /r =0. 2 for which in F~g. 21' a network of isothe.rms and constant 
. c 0 ' 

flow paths are shown on the cross~section of a quarter sphere Kaganer 

¥:--. 



calculated the thermal resistance of the who'le spherical grain as: 

R_ 0.55 
-T = r-x-

c s 
(2-8-5) 
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The thermal resistance given by Eq~ (2-8-5) can be used to evaluate 

the thermal formation res.istivity factor of a normal cubic packing 

arrangement of uniform spheres which are just flattened at their top 

and bottom contacts as follows: 

A A A 
F = ~ = _s __ = ---:::--..;:s--:::--:-~-- = 5. 61 , 

thermal AeO L • 1 2(r2 _ r2)~ 
A Rr 0 c 

4r
2 

r 
c 

- = 0.2 

0 

cp = 0.466 

(2-8-6) 

r 
c Note that for the same packing, a ratio of 

ro 
0.001 in Eq~ (2-8-4) 

yields: 

A 
F s 

thermal = AeO 

r 
_£ = 0.001 
ro 

1056 (2-8-7) 

cp = 0.47 

In connection with porous rocks, it is very interesting to ob-

serve that the unconsolidated aggregates of rock grains usually·have 

thermal formation resistivity factors in the range of the values 
r 

given by Eq. (27"'8-4) for very small ratios of _£' while systems of 
ro . 

consolidated rocks possess much lower values of F h 1 which are 
t erma 

of the order of the numerical value of this parameter given by Eq. 

(2-8-6). These can be seen from the experimental investigations of 

Woodside and Messmer [ 15,35 ], who measured the effective thermal 

conductivity in vacuum of three quartz sand packs and five consoli-

dated sandstones. The three unconsolidated sand packs which had 
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porosities of 19, 36 and 59 percent possessed values of 645 and 

higher for the thermal formation resistivity factor; while values of 

this parameter for the five consolidated sandstones with porosities 

ranging from 3 to 29 percent ranged between 3 to 5. 

The foregoing discussion about the thermal formation resistivity 

factor of some regularly packed spheres and their comparison with 

the experimentally obtained values of this parameter for the porous 

rocks show that once a reasonable model is proposed to represent the 

latter, the thermal formation resistivity factor can be used to 

establish a relation between the relative size of the grain-to-grain 

contacts, although this task might be difficult. For example, in 

the original model of normal cubic-packedspheres, flattened at their 

points of contact, this can be written as: 

A 
F =~ 

thermal \o (2-8-8) 

Recalling that the porosity of this system can also provide another 

relation between p
1 

and p
2 

which is indeed independent of an equation 

such as (2-8-8), one can conclude that the porosity and the thermal 

formation resistivity factor of a porous rock together will furnish 

·the necessary equations needed to fix the geometry of the model 

representing it. 

To find how the thermal formation resistivity factor of the 

proposed model depends on the dimensionless radii P
1 

and P2 , efforts 

should be made to find the thermal resistance of a single solid 

grain which has uniform temperature on top and bottom flattenings, 

while the rest of its surface, including the lateral flattenings, 

is insulated. As stated before, because of the complex geometry of 
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such a unit, an exact analytical solution to the problem is difficult. 

On the other hand one might think of this situation as a limiting 

case of the single-fluid saturated model when Af tends to zero. 

Therefore, theknowledge developed in the earlier sections of this 

chapter can be used to provide an approximate solution of the problem. 

However, the limiting case for which thermal conductivity of the 

fluid is zero should be examined carefully. Setting Af = 0 in the 

finite difference treatment of the problem also makes the thermal con-

ductance of some elements connecting -the nodal points equal to 

zero,- and provides a difficulty for the iterative method of solution 

of the system of difference equations. This problem can be overcome 

either by choosing a finite but very small value for Af' or by some 

modification of the solution procedures to avoid the iteration for 

the nodes which are surrounded by the elements having zero thermal 

conductance. Both alternatives were 
A 

s 
expect, the values of Fthermal = AeO 

almost the same. 

examined, and as one would 

obtained by each treatment were 

It is important to note that equating Af to zero eliminates 

the passage of any heat through region II, and makes the effective 

thermal conductivity of the model and that of region I equal. Thus, 

instead of the former case, attention could be focused on the latter. 

The propagation of heat through the solid phase of region I is very 

similar to the propagation of heat through a cylindrical element 

which has uniform temperature on one base, a circular patch of 

another uniform temperature on the other base, and insulation on 

the rest of its surface, as shown in Fig. 22. Therefore, it would 

be appropriate to assume that the thermal resistance of this element 
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. and that of the solid part of region I are equal, if both possess the 

same dimensions. Veziroglu I3u] gives a closed form solution for the 

thermal resistance of the above cylindrical element, which can be 

written as follows: 

-1 r 1) tan (--
r 

H 
Rr 

c + 2 27Tr A. 7Tr A. 
(2-8-9) 

c s s 

where r and H are the radius and the height of the cylinder, and r 
c 

' 
is the radius of the circular patch on one of the bases. Using 

Eq. (2-8-9) for the thermal resistance of the solid grain in region 

I, one can obtain its thermal formation resistivity factor as: 

F =~=~ =~ll thermal A.eO L • 1 7T 
A R.r 

(1 - p~) + ___ .::;__ 1] ! , (2-8-10) 

Notice that for p1 = 0 and p2 = 0. 2 the original model is similar to 

the one examined by Kaganer. Therefore, a comparison can be made be-

tween Eq. (2-8-10), Kaganer's graphical approach, and the present 

finite difference treatment of the problem. The results are given as . 

follows:. 

Graphical approach Eq. (2-8-10) Finite difference technique 

A. A. A. 
s 5.61 s 5.58 s 5.80 

"'eo = "'eo = ~= 
e 

The above figures sho¥ that the thermal formation resistivity factor 

of the present model with p1 = 0 and p2 = 0.2, calculated by finite 

difference technique, is only 4% higher than the value of this para-

meter as determined from Eq. (2-8-10). For cases in which p1> 0, 

'~ .. 
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this difference was found to be even smaller. Thus, Eq. (2-8-10) is 

indeed a good representation of the present numerical work when 

Af = 0, and can serve as a second equation in conjunction with the 

equation for porosity to obtain the relative size of the contacts. 

In Fig. 23 curves of constant porosity and constant thermal formation 

resistivity factor are plotted, using Eqs. (2-2.-:-3) and (2-8-10). 

Knowledge of these two parameters for a porous system defines a pair 

of these curves, the intersection of which gives the appropriate 

choice of p1 and p2 for that system. 

Although the thermal formation resistivity factor of porous 

rocks can be used for estimation of average relative size of the 

grain-to-grain contacts, its knowledge requires laboratory measure-

ment of effective thermal conductivity of the porous rock in vacuum. 

Therefore, a measurement which in nature is similar to the measurement 

of effective thermal conductivity cannot be avoided. Another point 

which should be noted is that the experimental value of the effect-

ive thermal conductivity of a porous rock in vacuum contains not 

only information about the size of the grain-to-grain contacts, but 

it also embodies information about the thermal contact resistance 

which exists between the areas of contact. Thus by using the experi-

mental value of A. in Eq. (2-8-10), which does not consider any eo 

thermal contact resistance, one would underestimate r c2. 

As stated before; thereexists another physical property of the 

porous rocks, namely, electrical formation resistivity factor, which 

is also a representation of the geometry of the pores. Because the 

electrical formation resistivity factor is easy to measure and 

does not include any contact resistance contribution, it would be 
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Fig. 23 Curves of constant porosities and constant 

thermal formation resistivity factors 
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a logical substitute for its thermal counterpart. Therefore, it re-

mains to be found an expression which relates the electrical formation 

resistivity factor to the geometrical parameters of porous rocks. 

Many attempts have been made to find such an expression, both ana-

lytically and experimentally, among which only the following empirical 

formula proposed by Archie [37] has survived the test of usefulness. 

F = _!__ 
electrical ¢ m 

(2-8-11) 

where ¢ is. porosity, and m a constant called "cementation factor" 

which depends on_the degree of consolidation of the rock. The 

numerical values of the cementation factor m, given by Archie, are 

·indicated in the fpllowing t:able. 

ROck Description -·. Cementation Factor 

Uncohsolidated rocks 1. 3 

Very slightly consolidated 1. 4 - 1. 5 

Slightly cemented (porosities of 0.20 or more) 1.6- 1.7 

· Moderately cemented (highly conso.lidated rocks of 
,0.15 porosity or less) 

Highly cemented (verylow porosity rocks) 

1.8 - 1.9 

2.0 - 2.2 

To obtain the electrical formation resistivity factor for ,the existing 

model, ·the Laplace equation for conduction of electricity should. be 

Solved in the pore region. The electric potential distri,bution in 

the pore space is_in general a three-dimensional field, which thus 

make~ the calculation of the electrical formation resistivity factor 

difficult. One might think that setting A = 0 in the existing 
s 

computer program, which :calculates the effective thermal conductivity, 

·would provide the solution to this new problem. However, this is not 
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tbe case, since it should be noted that in the region of the 

elementary cell at z. = r cl (Fig. 10), there is no area available for 

the flow of electricity. Therefore, this region will have an infinite 

resistance and make no contribution to the electrical conductance. 

Under the asstnnption of unidirectional flow of electricity through 

the pore space, approximate values of the electrical formation re-

sistivity factor of. the model can be calculated by a simple integra-

tion. Referring to Fig. 8, the flow of electricity I passing through 

any cross-section of the pore voltnne perpendicular to the Z axis is 

where 

I= y. A dV 
f dz 

(2-8-2) 

yf = electrical conductivity of the electrolyte-in the pore, 

A = cross-sectional area of the pore space perpendicular to the 

Z axis, 

dV =voltage drop across length dz. 

To obtain the total voltage drop ~V across the elementary cell,Equa. 

(2-8-12) is integrated as: 

2 2 ~ 2 2 )~ (r - r ) (r - rc2 =!0 c2 !0 ~v 
I dz I dz (2-8-13) --=-
yf A yf A 

0 0 

The area A in Eq. (2-8-13) can be expressed as a function of ro, 

rcl' rc2 and z as follows: 

1 2 2 [TI -1 
2 (r

0 
- z ) ~ - 2 cos 

2 2 k: 
- (r - r } 2 

0 cl 
2 2 

r - r ~ ( 0 cl)~ 
2 2 

ro - z 

2 2 ~ 
(rcl - z ) -

for O<z<rcl 

.. 
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Therefore Eq. (2-8-13) becomes: 

2 2 ~ r (r - rc2) 
(l:!.V)y f = f cl 

0 
dz +j dz 

I A
1 

(z) 2 2 'IT 2 z2) (r - rcl) -~; (r -
0 0 0 

rcl 
(2-8-14) 

The first integral on the right hand side of Eq. (2-8-14) should 

be calculated numerically, but the second integral has a closed 

form value as: 

2 
(r -

0 

f 
where: 

f ( ) = ~r.rr'ITa (tan-1 ba - tan-1 _ac) 1 P1~ P2 , .. 

fl(pl,p2) = ~ ln[(b - a) (c + a)J 
{IT (b + a)(c - a) 

~ 2 'IT]~ J:;r where a = l(l- p1) - 4 , b = ¥' (1 

2 'IT 
for p

1 
< 1 - 4 , 

2 >1 'IT for p1 - 4 . 

' c 
- plvY • 
- 2 

The electrical formation resistivity factor is defined as: 

. F 1 . 1 IO · e ectr~a = I , (2-8-15) 

where r
0 

is the total flow of electricity passing through the 

elementary cell, when it consists of a single phase of conductivity 

Y f • 1
0 

may be written as: 

(2-8-16) 
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Substituting I
0 

from Eq. 

Eq. (2-8-15) yields: 

(2-8-16) and b. V from Eq. (2-8-14) into 

Felectrical = (2-8-17) 

where = -!-0 f r cl --'-!-~.-=-( z--:-)-

0 

Using Eq. (2-8-17), F 1 t . 1 was calculated for different pairs e ec r~a 

of p
1 

and p2 , which correspond to a fixed value of porosity. Figure 

24 represents the results of such calculations and gives F 
1 

. 
1 e ectr1ca 

as a function of p
2

, for different porosities. 

For p
1 

= p2 = 0 (~ = 0.476), Eq. (2-8-17) gives F 
electrical 

= 2.65, which is the smallest electrical formation resistivity factor 

that one would obtain for the model with unidirectional assumption of 

electricity flow through the pores. It is also important to note 

that for p
1 
~ 0.707, where the contact areas on the sides touch each 

other, the pores are no longer connected in the Z direction. There
' 

fore, the electrical formation resistivity factor of the model in the 

Z direction will be infinity for p1 ~ 0.707. The porosity of the 

model for p1 = 0. 707 and p2 = 0 is 19 percent. Thus in order to main

tain the electrical formation resistivity factor finite for low 

porosities, p
1 

must be kept below the critical value of 

0.707. In such cases p2 becomes the significant parameter for con

trolling the porosity. 

For unconsolidated sands with porosities ranging from 30 to 45 

percent Kesse [38] reports that the experimentally measured values of the 

electrical formation resistivity factor range from 6 to 3. Kesse's 
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experimental values for F 
1 

t . 
1 

were compared with the values e ec r1ca 
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of this parameter given by Eq. (2-8-17), for P
2 

0. Except for a 

few sands with porosities between 37 to 45 percent, the predicted 

values of F from Eq .. (2-8-17) were 'much higher than the electrical 

experimental values. This would be expected, since for P2 = 0 or 

even for small values of p2 , the electricity flow lines passing 

through the pores are so distorted that a unidirectional treatment 

of the problem would not be realistic. A two-or three-dimensional 

solution to this problem would result in an increase in electricity 

flow and consequently a smaller electrical formation re.sistivity 

factor. On the otper hand as p
2 

increases, pore channels in the 

model become less convergent-divergent, and therefore the assumption 

that the flow lines are parallel becomes relatively valid. 

To conclude the discussion on the relative size of the grairi~ 

to-grain contacts, a very small value of p2 (p
2 

< 0.1) should be 

used for unconsolidated sands. In fact p
2 

= 0 will be satisfactory 

for most unconsolidated sands. For consolidated ·sandst;ones, knowing 

their porosity and electri~al formation resistivity factor, Fig. 24 

can be used for es'timating · p
2

. It should be noted that Fig. 24 in 

general might overestimate P2 . 

2-9 Results 

A computer program written in FORTRAN IV was developed to calcu-

late the effective thermal conductivity from the model based on the 

earlier theoretical considerations~ The features of thi's program 

are given in detail in Appendix D. 

The parameters necessary to calculate the effective thermal 

conductivity A pf the model are porosity, ¢, dimensionless radius 
e 
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of the top-bottom contacts,p2 , saturation of the wetting phase, Sw, 

thermal conductivity of the rock matrix, A , thermal conductivity of 
s 

the wetting phase,Af,and thermal conductivity of the non-wetting phase, 

A • However, the dimensionless effective thermal conductivity de-nw 

fined as Ae/Af (or Ae/As) depends only on five dimensionless para

meters, ¢, p2 , S , A /Af and A. /A . Therefore,keeping any four of 
w s s nw 

these parameters constant, the effecmof the remaining va~iable can be 

studied on A.e/Af, Such a study was made and the final results 

are presented in form of graphs in Figs. 25 through 30. 

Figure~ 25 through 28 show the effect of As/Af on A.e/A.f for 

single fluid saturated systems. Figures 25 and 26 are plotted for 

P2 = 0 and P
2 

= 0.05, respectively, and porosities ranging from 30 

to 45 percent. These graphs are suitable for unconsolidated sands. 

Figures 27 and·28-are for p2 = 0.2 and p2 = 0.3 respectively and 

both cover porosities in the range of 30 to 10 .percent. Thus they 

are useful for consolidated rocks. Figures 29 and 30 are plotted 

for two-fluid saturated unconsolidated and consolidated systems, 

respectively, with A /A = 10 (a ty_pical value for cases in: which . . s w 

grains are quartz and the wetting phase is water). They show the 
' : 

effect of S on A /A. for two different values of A /A. ,.namely 
· w . e s s . nw .: . 

SO (solid curves) and 200 (broken curves), which are typical for the 

systems with \/Af = 10 and with oil and air thenon-wetting phase, 

respectively. 

Examination-of Figs. 25 through 28 shows that, for a fixed 

porosity, A
8

/Af increases with increasing p2 • This increase is very

small when ;\fA.f<lO, but becomes significant for large values of 

A.s/Af' This would be expected since increasing the size ·of the 
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grain-to-grain contacts in the direction of heat flow enhances the heat 

transfer and consequently increases the effective thermal conductivity._ 

However, this increase would not be appreciable when Af is not very 

different from As• As it can be seen from Figs. 25-28, keeping P2 

constant, Ae/Af increases with decreasing porosity. This is a logical 

trend, since the lower the porosity, the higher would be the volume of 

the solid grains which have a higher thermal conductivity than the fluid 

filling the pores, and therefore the higher would be the effective 

thermal conductivity. These figures also show that the rate of change of 

Ae/Af with ¢ is very small for small values of As/Af, but more notice-

able in the region of high As/Af• 

As it appears in Figs. 29 and 30, the effective thermal conductivity 

of the model increases with increasing Sw• This increase is greater 

~ 
when porosity is higher. The effect of thermal conductivity of the non-

wetting phase can also be seen in Figs. 29 and 30. As one would expect, 

the higher the thermal conductivity of the non-wetting phase, the higher 

\-lDuld be the effective thermal conductivity. However, this effect is not 

very strong at high wetting fluid saturations. 
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CHAPTER 3 

COMPARISON OF MODEL RESULTS WITH EXPERIMENTAL DATA 

The effective therp1al conductivities of four consolidated sand-

stones and one unconsolidated sand pack were calculated by use of the 

model for the cases in which the pore channels are filled with brine-air 

or brine-decane mixtures, and results are compared with the existing 

experimental data. Three of the consolidated samplesare Boise, Berea, 

and Bandera sandstones, the th~rmal conductivity of which were experi-

mentally measured by Ozbek [13] and Gomaa [23]. The fourth consolidated 

sample is a low porosity., high quartz content sandstone, selected from a 

group of cores which were sent to the Petroleum Engineering Laboratories 

of the University of California at Berkeley for measurement of their 

thermal conductivities. The unconsolidated sand pack consists of Ottawa 

sand grain~. The effective thermal conductivity of Ottawa sand pack was 

measured by both Ozbek and Gomaa. 

3-1 Collection of Data For Analysis 

The porosities and electrical formation resistivity factors for 

Boise, Berea, Bandera and the Ottawa sand pack determined by Gomaa and 

Ozbek are given in' Table 2. It should be noted that since the electrical 

formation resistivity factors of the samples tested by Ozbek were not 

reported, the values given in Table 2 for Ozbek's cores were·estimated as 

follows. The values of porosity and electrical formation resistivity 

factor determined by Gomaa were used in Archie's formula, i.e. Eq. 

(2-8-11), to obtain the cementation factor for each sample. These 

c~mentation factors, together with the porosities determined by Ozbek, 

were substituted back into Eq. (2-8-11) to calculate the electrical 

formation resistivity factors. For the low porosity core, the porosity 
J 
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and electrical formation resistivity factor were measured by Sahnine [39] 

and are given in Table 2. 

Knowing the porosity and the electrical formation resistivity 

factor, the dimensionless radii of top-bottom contacts, P2, were 

estimated from Fig. 22. The results are given in Table 2. 

The thermal conductivity of the solid matrix and the fluids 

filling the pores are needed for prediction of the effective thermal 

conductivity. The solid matrix of the rocks is usually composed of many 

different minerals. Therefore, its overall thermal conductivity is a 

function of the vol.ume fraction and the thermal conductivity of each 

individual mineral. Among the minerals making up th~ solid matrix of 

Boise, Berea, and Bandera sandstones, quartz, calcite and feldspar 

predominate. Clark [40], Somerton [41], Ozbek [13] and Greenwald [42] 

have reported mineral analysis for Boise, Berea, and Bandera sandstones. 

From their analysis, the volumetric quartz, calcite, and feldspar contents 

are given in Table 3. As it appears from this Table, there are incon

sistencies between the mineral contents reported by the above authors. 

The fact that the mineral content may vary within a sample, or from one 

sample to another (for the same rock), could possibly be responsible for 

these differences. The low porosity consolidated core belongs to a group 

of samples for which the quartz contents were reported to be between 80 

to 90 percent. Therefore, an average quartz content of 85% was chosen 

for this sample. The solid grains of unconsolidated Ottawa sand packs 

are pure quartz. 
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Table 2 Porosity, electrical forma,tion resistivity factor and dimen-
sionless radius of top-bottom contacts for the samples 
tested. 

Ref. Sample cp Fele. P2 

Boise 0.290 7.90 0.251 
[23] Berea 0.220 14.00 0.365 

Bandera 0.200 14.00 0.451 
Ottawa sand pack 0.355 4.20 0.472 

Boise 0.290 7.90 0.251 
[13] Berea 0.230 12.95 0.360 

Bandera 0.225 11.55 0.410 
Ottawa sand pack 0.360 3.82 0.435 

[39] Low porosity sandstone 0.097 21.90 0.700 

Table 3 Quartz, calcite and feldspar content of Boise, Berea and 
Bandera sandstones (volumetric percentage). 

Ref. Sample quartz calcite feldspar 

Boise 45.0 neg. 45.0 
[40] Berea 85.0 1.0 5.0 

Bandera 60.0 13.0 20.0 

Boise 33.7 neg. 53.0 
[13] Berea 74.8 3.5 9.1 

Bandera 37.7 32.3 10.6 

Boise 38.7 neg. 39.8 
[41] Berea 67.8 9.4 3.0 

Bandera 55.5 16.6 3.8 

Boise 64.0 neg. 36.0 
[ 42] Berea 88.0 5.0 7.0 

Bandera 70.0 21.0 9.0 
'!~. 
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Ki-iti Horai [43] has determined thermal conductivity of 166 

rock-forming minerals, of which the important ones are given in Table 4. 

This table shows that quartz has significantly larger thermal conduc

tivity than the other mineraLs. Since quartz is the predominant mineral 

in most sandstones, knowledge of its thermal conductivity at dit'ferent 

temperatures. would be important for calculation of the overall rock solid 

thermal conductivity. For a single quartz crystal, depending on whether 

the direction of heat flow is parallel or perpendicular to the major axis 

of the crystal, the thermal conductivity would have its maximum and 

minimum value, respectively. The National Bureau of Standards [44] has 

given these maximum'and minimum values of thermal conductivity as a 

function of temperature in the form of curves, which are reproduced in 

Fig. 31. However, because of the probable random orientation of the 

quartz crystals in the rocks, the direction of heat flow would not 

nebessarily be parallel or perpendicular to the major axis of the 

crystal. Therefore, neither curve for the maximum or minimum conduc

tivities in Fig. 31 can be used. An intermediate curve was constructed 

(Fig. 31) based on geometric averaging of the maximum and the minimum 

conductivity curves (weighted equally). This curve is considered appro

priate for obtaini!lg the thermal conductivity of quartz as a function of 

temperature. It is interesting to note that the .value of thermal con

ductivity obtained from the intermediate curve in Fig. 31 is only 4% 

higher than the value given by Horai [43] in Table 4. 

Even though the volume fraction and thermal conductivity of each 

mineral is known, the problem still remains to decide on the method of 

calculation of the overall thermal conductivity pf the rock. In this 

regard one can simply apply the idea of weighted arithmetic, weighted 
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harmonic, or weighted geometric mean calculations (Eqs. (1-2-14)-

(1-2-16)), to obtain an overall thermal conductivity. Since the weighted 

g·eometric averaging provides an intermediate total thermal conductivity, 

it was used for calculation· of the overall thermal conductivity of the 

rock solids. Table 5 shows· the results of such calculations for Boise, 

Berea, Bandera, and the low porosity sandstones based on mineral analysis 

of Clark and Ozbek. In preparation of this table, the thermal conduc-

tivity of the quartz mineral at the test temperature for each sample was 

obtained from Fig. 31 (using the intermediate curve), and the thermal 

conductivities of the remaining minerals were assumed to be 3.0 W/m-K. 

The saturating fluids used are brine, deca:ne, and air. The 

thermal conductivity of brine and decane were taken to be those of water 

and light oil. · Kreith [45] has reported thermal conductivities of air, 

water, and light oil at different temperatures. Using his reported 

values, Fig. 32 is prepared which gives thermal conductivfties of the 

above fluids as a function of temperature. 

3-2 · Comparison of Results 

Figures 33 through 41 show the comparison between predicted 

values of the effective thermal conductivity Ae by use of the model, 

and their experimental counterparts. Since four sets of mineral analyses 

with different values of quartz content were available for Boise, Berea, 

and Bandera sandstones, the predicted values of Ae for each sample 

were calculated by usi~g·at least two different mineral analyses, i.e. 

those reported by ·Clark and Ozbek. 

Figures 33, 34 and 35 show the predicted curves of effective 

thermal conductivities, X , and the experimental values of Ozbek for 
e 

Boise, Berea, and Bandera sandstones,· respectively, partially saturated 
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Table 5 Thermal conductivity of the solid matrix for the 
samples tested, based on mineral analysis of Clark [40] 
and Ozbek [13] 

Gomaa' s samples 

Test temperature °C 

mineral analysis 
of Clark 

mineral analysis 
of Ozbek 

Ozbek's samples 

Test temperature °C 

mineral analysis 
of Clark 

mineral analysis 
of Ozbek 

Lo.,.- porosity sample 

Tf st temperature °C 

Thermal conductivity 

(W/m-K) 

Boise Berea 

90 58 

4.30 6.45 

3.90 5.90 

135 135 

4.50 5.40 

3.80 5.05 

130 

5.45 

Bandera Ottawa sand 

90 58 

4.85 7.50 

4.05 7.50 

135 135 

4.55 6.00 

3.90 6.00 
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with brine, and with decane as the non-wetting phase. In general the 

predicted curves based on th~ ·high~r quart~ tontents are clb~er to the 

experimental values and approximate them with an error of less than 

+5% for Boise and Bandera sandstones. 'In the case of the Berea 

sample, this error is less than 15%. 

In Fig. 36 through 38, the predicted val~es of Ae for brine-

air saturated Boise, Berea, and Bandera sandstones are compared with 

the experimental measurements of Gomaa. For Boise sandstone there is 

good agreement between the experimental values and the predicted 

values calculated based on the higher quartz content. In the case of 

Berea sandstone, the calculated values of A~ by the model based on 

the higher quartz content agree with the experimental data, with an 

error less than 15%. The model values are somewhat higher (except the 

fully air saturated case for which the model calculated values is 16% 

higher). For Bandera sandstone the experimental values ofAe lie 

between the predicted curves for which solid conductivities are 4.85 

w/m-K and 4.05 W/m-K. In general except for the air-dry case, the 

differences between the predicted values and the experimental resUlts 

are less than +15%. The calculated values of Ae by model for the 

air-dry case, with As values of 4.85 W/m-K and 4.05 W/m-K, are 50% 

and 20% higher than the test value, respectively. 

Figure 39 compares the model predicted values of Ae with the 

experimental measurements for the brine-air saturated low poros~ty 

sandstone. For 0.40<Sw<l.O the model approximates the experimental 

data with an error of less than 10% (.predicted values are lower). 

When the sample is fully saturated with air, the effective thermal 

conductivity given by model is 45% higher than its experimental 
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counterpart. 

Figures 40 and 41 represent the comparison between the calcu

lated curves of the effective thermal conductivity by use of the model, 

and the experimental data for unconsolidated Ottawa sand pack, satur

ated with brine-qecane and brine-air, respectively. When the pore 

channels are saturated with brine-decane, except for low values of 

brine saturation, there exists good agreement between the predicted 

values of Ae and the experimental measurements of Ozbek. For the 

brine-air saturated case, the predicted values of Ae are higher 

than the experimental results of Gomaa. 

3-3 Discussion of Results 

The foregoing comparisons between predicted values of effective 

thermal conductivity, Ae, by the model and the experimental data, 

show that the present model is reasonable for calculation of effective 

thermal conductivities of partially liquid saturated sandstones and 

unconsolidated sands. The difference between the experimental and the 

node! values of Ae for brine-decane or brine-air saturated samples 

in most cases is less than +15%. In general it should be noted that 

part of these differences could be due .to errors both in the experi

mental data and i~ some of the input parameters leading to calculation 

of the effective thermal conductivity. For example, there is uncer

tainty regarding the mineral composition, and the effect is shown by 

the two-~alculated curves in Figs. 32-38. 

All the experimental data presented in Figs. 32 through 41 were 

obtained by the steady state comparative method using the apparatus 

described earlier in Chapter 1. It has been shown by Anand [31] that 

using such an apparatus could result in an error of the order of +5% 
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in the value of thermal conductivity calculated from experimental data, 

based on precision of the measuring equipment. Other larger experi-

mental errors could result from such problems as short or non-

parallel ~est specimens, leaks in the fluid system, incomplete sa tur-

ation of samples, etc. 

Other than experimental errors, uncertainties in the estima-

tion of thermal conductivity of the rock solids also contribute to the 

differences between the calculated and the experimental values of 

Ae as shown-earlier. Such uncertainties could arise from incorrect 

information on the mineral content within the rock, lack of adequate 

information about the thermal conductivity of minerals at different 

temperatures, and the fact that the method of calculation of the 

overall rock solid conductivity from mineral composition is still a 

questionable matter. 

When the pore channels are filled with air, the predicted values 

of Ae are generally higher than their experimental counterparts •. 

Since subsurface reservoirs are never fully saturated with a gas, 

these errors are not considered important. However, this difference 

could be due to shortcomings in the model itself or possibly a thermal 

contact resistance between the grains at their area of contact, which 

is not considered in the model. Such a consideration would indeed 

result in reduction of the effective thermal conductivity, and conse-

quently improvement of the model. This contact resistance'would 

perhaps not exist, or would be of minor consequences for liquid satur-

a ted rocks. This matter is discussed by Ozbek [ 13]. 
\ 

Estimation of the dimensionless radius of top-bottom contacts, 

P2 , from porosity and the electrical formation resistivity factor, 

·-. 
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could aiso be another source of error in the prediction of effective 

thermal conductivity by. the model. Referring back to the earlier dis

cussion on the calculated values of the electrical formation resistivity 

factor by the model, one may conclude that Fig. 24 in general over

estimates P2, especially when the porosities are of the order of un

consolidated sands. This can be seen very well from the high values 

of p2 estimated for Ottawa sand, as it appears from Fig. 41. A smaller 

value of P2 (for example P2 = 0.10) would place the predicted 

values of Ae much closer to the experimental ones, at least for the 

brine-air saturated case. Small grain-to-grain contact areas for uncon

solidated sand packs could also be justified by the fact that they 

possess high values of thermal formation resistivity factor, as was 

discussed earlier in Chapter 2. It should be noted that the precise 

estimation of p2 does' not much affect the effective thermal conduc

tivity when the pores are filled with a good conductor. For example, for 

fully brine saturated Ottawa sand a +5% diviation from P2 = 0.10 would 

only cause a ~3% change in the effective thermal conductivity. However, 

this change would be of the order of +14% and +32% when the pores are 

completely filled with decane and air, respectively. 

To show that the present work is an improvement over the previous 

attempts of Gomaa and Ozbek, their models were used to predict the 

effective thermal conductivity of the tested samples. The As values 

used were those calculated based on the mineral analysis of Clark. These 

predicted values, together with calculated values of Ae by the present 

model and those measured experimentally, are given in Table 6. As it 

appears from this table, the predicted values of the effective thermal 

conductivity by the present model are closer to their experimental 

counterparts for most cases. 



Table 6 Predicted values of the effective thermal conductivity 
by Gomaa [23], Ozbek [13] and the present work for 
tested samples and their experimental counterparts 

Effective thermal conductivity W/m-K 

Ozbek's samples 

Fully brine saturated Fully de cane saturated 

A B c D A B c D 
Boise 2.05 2.37 2.54 2.56 0.77 1.48 1.68 1.72 
Berea 2.53 3.10 3.37 3.92 0.94 2.16 2.64 3.00 
Bandera 2.34 2.75 3.03 3.02 0.90 1.92 2.43 ·2.40 
Ottawa sand 2.10 2.44 ~3.25 3.4 0.73 1.34 {2 .64 LOO 

2.6o* 1.25* 

Gomaa's samples 

Fully brine saturated Fully air saturated 

A B c D A B c D 
Boise 2.01 2.31 2.48 2.62 .o 27 l.ll 1.37 1.38 
Berea 2. 77 3.60 3.90 4.50 0.34 2.24 2.94 2.50 
Bandera 2.58 3.05 3.37 3.12 0.36 1.87 2. 71 1.88 
Ottawa sand 2.33 2.91 ~4 .07 4.0t 0.26 .136 l3. 36 0.60 

3.oo* 1.os* 

Low porosity sample 

Fully brine saturated Fully air saturated 

A B c D A B c D· 
3.82 4.37 4.60 5.10 0.70 3.38 4.15 2.85 
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A work of Gomaa, B work of Ozbek, C present work, D experimental results 
*present work with P2 = 0.10, t probably in error 
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CONCLUSIONS~ 

1. A mathematical model has been developed which successfully predicts 

the effective thermal conductivity of partially liquid saturated porous 

rocks based on known values of porosity, electrical formation resistivity 

factor, saturation of the wetting phase, and thermal conductivities of the 

solid phase, wetting phase and non-wetting phase. 

2. A distinction between unconsolidated sand packs and consolidated 

sandstones is made by introducing either a thermal or electrical forma-

tion resistivity factor into the model. 

3. The effective thermal conductivity predicted by the model increases 

with increasing values of thermal conductivities of the solid, wetting 
\ 

and non-wetting phase, and decreases with increase in porosityJ When the 

wetting phase has a higher thermal conductivity than the-non-wetting 

phase, the effective thermal conductivity also increases with increase 

in saturation of the wetting phase. 

4. The effective thermal conductivities predicted by the model for par-

tially liquid saturated porous rocks show reasonable agreement with experi-

mental data. 

5. The effect of grain size could be studied by the present model if a 

solid-solid or solid-fluid contact thermal resistance were considered in 

the analysis. However, no proof has been given to show that this approach 

is valid. ''· 
L 
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RECOMMENDATIONS 

1. A more correct calculation for the electrical formation resist

ivity factor of the model should be performed by properly accounting for 

the distortion of the electricity flow lines passing through the pore 

channels. A full three-dimensional solution of the Laplace equation for 

conduction of electricity in the pore channels is needed. 

-2. An extensive and careful experimental study of the solid-solid and 

solid-fluid thermal contact resistances should be made for porous consol

idated roc~s and unconsolidated sand packs. 

3. Other packing arrangements and grain size distributions should be 

studied both theoretically and experimentally to.consider their effects 

on thermal conductivity. 
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APPENDIX A 

DEVELOPMENT OF POROSITY AND SATURATION OF THE WETTING- PHASE EQUATIONS 

Because of the syuunetry of the model, equations for porosity 

and saturation are developed for one eighth of a unit cell, which has 

been used as an elementary unit throughout this work. 

A-1 Porosity Equation 

Porosity is defined as the ratio of void to total volume. In 

terms of VT the total volume, and Vs the volume of the solid ~base 

of the elementary cell, porosity ~ may be written as 

By referring to Fig. 5, the total volume is 

For cases in which r c2 ~ r cl ~ .../"_2 r~ 
2 

V is given by 
s 

(A-1-1) 

(A-1-2) 

(A-1-3) 

where v1 and v2 are the volume of spherical caps having rcl ~nd rc2 

as the radius of their bases, repsectively, and are calculated as: 

v. 
l. 

i = 

However, when rcl > #- r 0 , as long as rc2 ~ rcl, Eq. 

be corrected as: 

(A-1-4) 

(A-1-3) must 

(A-1-6) 

where v
3 

is the volume of spherical wedge OABC as shown in Fig. Al, 

and can be evaluated by the following integral: 



A-2 

2 (2r -=! -- c1 
v3 

0 

2 k: r ) 2 
0 

Sdz 
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(A-1-7) 

where S is the area of segment ltB C ... in Fig. A2, and is given by 

2 s = (r0 

(A-1-8) 

Substituting the expression for s·from Eq. (A-1-8) into Eq. 

(A-1-7) and carrying out the integration yields: 

+ 4 

2 2 
2(rcl + 2)(r0 

2 
1 2r 

tan- ( cl 
2 

ro 

2r 2 - r 2 
2) . -1( __ c:::.:l=--:_0) ~ rc1 s1n · 2 

rcl 

(A-1-9) 

Using either Eq. (A-1-3) or Eq. (A-1-6) for V , and Eq. s 
(A-1-2) 

for VT, in Eq. (A-1-1) one can get the porosity as a function of 

rcl 
dimensionless radii P1 = ~ and p2 

Saturation of the Wetting Phase Equation 

' The wetting phase saturation S is defined as the ratio of the . . . w 

volume of wetting phase V , to the pore volume V • Thus: w p 

S =V /Vp w w (A-2-1) 

Knowing the total volume from Eq. (A-1-2), and porosity, Vp may be 

written as: 

¢ . ~T (A-2-2) 



By referring to Fig. 17, if the volume of the solid phase V is 
S. 
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added to Vw' the resulting composite volume V would have a geo~etry 

similar to V • Therefore, Eqs. (A-1-3) and (A-1-6) may be used to 
s 

evaluate V. Only it should be noted 

2 2 . 2 ~ replaced by r , (r - r
0 

+ r .
1

) and w . w c 

that ro, 

2 2 
(r - r w 0 

rcl and rc2 must be 
2 1 

+ rc2)~ respectively. 

Having calculated V, V can be obtained as follows: 
·. w . 

v = V-V = V- (1- <f>)VT w s ' 

or ,,-. 

v~ (1-
2 2 2 2)~ (A-2-3) v = <f>)(ro.- rcl)(ro rc2 w 

Substituting Vw from · Eq. ·(A-2-3) and Vf from Eq. (A-2-2) into 

Eq. (A-2-1) provides the saturation of the 
r 

function of dimensionless radii n = ~,- p. = · ~w r 1 
0 

wetting phase as a 
ro r c2 · 
-and p = -- • 
ro 2 ro 



z 

dz 

~ 
ret 

y 
Fig. Al One-eighth of a unit cell for r 

1
> f!:.r 

c 2 0 

Fig A2 Horizontal cross-section of a unit cell with plane 
Z=z 
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APPENDIX B 

FINITE DIFFERENCE REPRESENTATION OF THE GOVERNING EQUATION AND 

BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 

The governing equation for the steady state heat conduction in 

a homogeneous system of constant thermal conductivity, with no inter-

nal heat generation in cylindrical coordinates and for the case where 

temperature is independent of the coordinate e, has the form: 

If function T(r, z) is analytic within a region of interest R, then 

it may be expanded into a Taylor's series in this region about point 

(r , z ), in the' positive and negative rand z directions. Referring 
c c 

to Fig. (B-1), the above statement is written mathematically in the 

r direction as: 

T 
e T + a(~r)(~T) 

c or c 

T = T w c 

+ .... , (B-2) 

Note that for generality, the points W and E are considered to have 

different distances from point c. To obtain an approximation to the 

first and the second derivatives of temperature at the point (r , z ), 
c c 

Eqs. (B-2) and (B-3) can be solved simultaneously, yielding: 

T ) 
c 

(T 
w 



w 

IJ.r 

r c 

s 

a.(/J.r) 

N 

c E 

Fig. Bl Nodal points for a two-dimensional region 
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= 
2 

j!cT. - T ) + (T 
(l + a.)(6r)2 a. e c w 

+ 0 [<.1r)
2

] (B-5) 

The term 0 [(6r)]2 means that all the terms containing expressions of t,he 

2 order of (~r) and smaller are dropped. By the same means a differ-
a2T 

ence representation of (---2) would be: 
dZ C 

2 ll ~ + (6z) (S - 1) x ~T - T ) + (T - T ) 
(l+B)(6z)2 B n c s c 3 

(-a 3~) + o [<6z) 
2
] 

dZ C 

(B-6) 

Truncating Eqs. (B-4), (B-5) and (B-6) after the first term,. and 

substituting them into the governing equation (B-1) results in 

2 1 
(,.r-+ -r __ ) 

a2T 1 aT . a2T u c 
--+--+---=-----
" 2 r ar " 2 a r a z a.(l + a.)(6r) 

(T 
e - T ) + c 

2 a. (-- -) 
!J.r r 

c 

(1 + a.)(!J.r) 
(T - T ) + 

w c 

+ 2 l!(T - T ) + (T - T ) l + 0 (6z). (B-7) 
(l + B)(6 z)2 B n c s c ~ 

Using Eq. (B-7), which is an approximation to the true partial 

differential equation, ?rovides some truncational error associated 

with truncating the infinite series,representing the partial deriva-

tives after a few finite terms. This error would be of the order of 

!J.z (assuming 6z > 6r) in Eq. (B-7). However, for a. = B = 1, terms 

of the order of (6r) and_ (6z) drop out of Eqs. (B-5) and (B-6), 

an~ therefore the truncational error in Eq. (B-7) would be of the 

2 order of (~z) . Cases in which a. and B are not equal to 1 are useful 

if one wishes to change the distance between the nodal points, either 

to accommodate irregular boundaries or to increase the accuracy of 

the computation in some region of interest. 
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The difference equation (B-7) can also be obtained by another 

approach, that is, the method of making an energy balance for the 

node C. This can be written as: 

~ K. (T. - T ) 
l.C l. C 

i = e,w 
n,s 

(B-8) 

where K. is the thermal conductance between the node c and its 
l.C 

adjacent nodes. In cylindrical coordinates the region between the 

adjacent nodes has the geometry of a cylindrical shell. Such an 

element with outer radius r, thickness t, height h and thermal con-

ductivity A has its thermal conductances in the r and z directions 

as: 

27T:\h 21TAh 
(r - t/2) +0 (ht) K = =--

r ln ( r t) 
t 

r -

(B-9) 

[1Tr 
2 rr(r - t)2]>. = 21TA.t (r _ K = - t/2) z h h (B-10) 

Therefore, for the elements between the central node C and its four 

adjacent nodes E, W, N, S, Eqs. (B~9) and (B-10) can be used to 

calculate the thermal conductance. The results are tabulated in 

the following form: 

outer radius thicknes.s 

Element CE 

r + cx(6r) c 

element CW 

r 
c 

element CN 

rc + cx(~r) 
element CS 

cx(6r) 

(b.r) 

(1 + a) (~r) 

(1 + a) (6r) 
2 

hei,ght 

(S + 1)(6z) 
2 

(S+ 1)(~z) 

S (b.z) 

(Liz) 

thermal conductance 

2rrl.( S + 1) (b.
2

zHr-c + at:.
2 

r) 
a(b.r) 

(B-9) 

27TI.(S + 1) (b.z)(r _ b.r) 
b.r 2 · c 2 

(B- 9 ) 

2TIA(~(1z~)~r)(rc- (1 -a)b.r] 
4 

(B-10) 

2rr>.(~b.:) 1)(~r) [rc _ (1 -a)~r] 

(B-10) 
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Substituting the above expressions for the thermal conductances in 

Eq. (B-8) yields the following difference equation for the node C: 

/1z 
2TIA (B + 1)("2) l 

(
A ) (T - T )(r ur w c c 

- 11r) +let - T )(r + a11r)l + 
2 a e c c 2 f 

ZTIA (a+ l)(~r) l 
(11z) [rc- (1- a)~r]l(Ts- Tc) + ~(Tn- Tc)f = 0 

(B-ll) 

The above difference equation does not look like Eq. (B-7), which 

was obtained by the method of finite difference. However, multiply

ing Eq. (B-7) by '!TAre (a + 1) (B + 1) (~z) (11r) results in the follow-

ing form for this difference equation: 

/1z 
2TIA(B + 1) (2 ) ~ 

(11r) l(Tw 
- T )(r - a(~r) + l(T - T )(r + /1r)l + 

c c 2 a e c c 2f 

(B-12) 

For a= B = 1 the above equation is the same as Eq. (B-11), and for 

c#:l, B*l it is not very.difficult to show that the difference between 

the two representations is of the order of (11r) or (/1z), which ever 

is larger. This difference can be neglected because in the derivation 

of Eq. (B-7) errors of the order of (Ar) and (11z) were already 

allowed. 

Difference equations such as (B-7) may also be written for nodes 

on the insulated left and right boundaries (Fig. 9A). However, it 

should be noted that because of the condition ~T = 0 on the axis or . 
1 at (r = 0), the term--- in Eq. (B-1) is indeterminate~ Using 

' r ar 
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L'Hopital's rule, this term can be replaced by its limit as r tends 

to zero, i.e. 

lim .!_ ()T = 
r ar 

r-+ 0 

(B-13) 

Therefore Eq. (B-1) for the nodes on the left boundary becomes: 

(B-14) 

Now the difference equivalents a2
T a2

T of --2 and --2 from Eqs. (B-5) and 
ar az 

(B-6) may be substituted into Eq. (B-14), which yields 

2a2T a2T . 4 l.!_(T - T ) + (T - T >I + 
2 

X --.-+ --= 
2 az

2 (l + a)(~r)2 a e. c w c <B l)(~z) 2 
ar + 

ll ' -(T -S n 
T )" + (T c s ._ Tc) I . (B-15) 

Because node W is this case is imaginary, one could choose a= 1, and 

h b d d . . . ()T 0 1 . . T . use t e oun ary con ltlon ar = to e lmlnate w ln 

follows: 

or 

~T T - T o w e 2 
3r = 2(~r) + O(~r) O ' 

T = T w e 

Eq. '(B-15) as 

Thus setting a= 1, and T = T in Eq .. (B-15), provides the followw e 

ing difference equation for nodes on the left boundary. 

4 
2 (T - T ) + 2 . 2 li(T - T ) + (T - T ) l = 0. (B-16) 

(~r) e · c . (S + l)(~z) ~ n c s c ( 

With some algebraic manipulations, Eq. (B-16) may also be cast in 

the following form: 
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(llr) (T - T ) 
e c 

(T 
s - T ) = 

c 

(B-17) 

This representation would have been obtained, if one had used the~ · 

method of energy balance for the node c on the axis. Only it should 

be noticed that: 

2~(llr)(S + l)(llz)A 
2 2 

--~--~~----7--- = K (llr) ce 

2 
~cllr)A 

2 --..,.-:-:---:-- = K 
S(llz) en' 

llr 2 , 
~(~)A 

= K (llz) cs 

0 . 

where K , K and K are the thermal conductances between the node C 
ce en cs 

and its three adjacent nodes E, N, and S, respectively. 

For nodes on the right boundary (Fig. 9A), the difference Eq . 
. I 

(B-7) can be used. However, bec'8use node E in this case is imaginary, 

it may be chosen so as to provide a = 1. Furthermore, T = T- be-
e w 

cause of the condition ~! = 0 at this boundary. These conditions re

duce Eq. (B-7) to the following form: 

_2_ (T 
(llr)2 w 

T ) + 2 l_!_(T - T ) + (T - T ) l = 0 
,c _ ( 1 + S) (llz) 2 S n c s c \ 

This equation may also be written as follows: 

2~A (S + 1) (~·~-)r c 

(llr) (Tw 

(B-18) 

(B-19) 

which is the difference representation of the governing equation, if 

the method of energy balance had been applied for a node on the right 

boundary. 
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The foregoing discussion on the difference representation of the 

governing equation (B-1) and its boundary conditions show that either 

a mathematical or a physical approach could be used to formulate the 

problem. These approaches give identical -results and have truncational 

errors of the order of (llr) 2 or (llz)
2

, whichever is larger, if the 

nodes in the r and the z directions are equally spaced (llr and llz are 

not necessarily equal). ·However, truncational error would be of the 

order of (llr) or (llz) if the distances between the nodes in the r or 

z directions are not equal. 
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APPENDIX C 

DIRECT AND ITERATIVE METHODS OF SOLUTION OF THE DIFFERENCE EQUATIONS 

In the numerical method of solution of partial differential equa-

tions, one has to solve a linear system of algebraic equations which 

may be written in matrix notation as: 

AX= B (C-1) 

where A and B are square and column matrices of known quantities and 

X is a column matrix containing the unknowns. 

The algebraic equations presented by Equa. (C-1) may be solved 

directly, either by successive elimination of the unknowns (Gaussian 

elimination), or by triangular decomposition of the matrix of coeffi-

cients. These techniques are most efficient whenever such equations 

are obtained by difference approximation of parabolic partial differ-

ential equations, or when the number of such equations is small. How-

ever, for systems involving a large set of equations generated by 

approximation of elliptic problems, the iterative methods are superior 

to the direct techniques. A comprehensive discussion on the direct 

and iterative methods may be found elsewhere [4 5]. Only the high-

lights of some iterative methods, especially the successive over-

relaxation which is used in this work, are presented here. 

In genera~ iterative methods for the solution of linear algebraic 

equations are those in which a first approximation for the unknowns is 

used to obtain a second approximation,.which in turn is used to calcu-

late a third, and so on. This idea may be applied to a set of equations 

2 
generated by the difference approximation of ~ T = 0 in three differ-

ent ways,which are considered in the following. 
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In Appendix B,it was shown that either a finitedifference or 

an energy balance method of deriving a numerical solution of ~T = 0 

leads to the following equation for the temperature at a general node 

denoted by (i,j) 

(K + K + K + K ) Ti,j = w e s n 

(C-2} 

where K , K ~ K and K are the thermal conductances between the 
w e s .. n 

central node (i,j) and its four adjacent nodes (i- l,j), (i + l,j), 

(i,j - 1) and (i,j + 1), respectively. 

Starting with a. first approximation for the temperatures at each 

node, Eq. (C-2) suggests thata second approximation may be obtained 

as: 

T. (~ + 1) 
1,] 

(K + K + K + K )-l~K T(n) + K T(n) + K 
w e s n w i - l,j e i + l,j s 

(n) (n) 
T .. 

1
+K T .. 

1,] - n 1,J 
(C-3) 

where the exponents (n) and (n + 1) denote the sequence of the approxi-

mations. This method is called the Jacobi iteration. Because the 

rate at which the successive iterations converge to the exact solu-

tion is very slow for this process, the·Jacobi iteration is never 

used in practice. 

There:existsa slightly improved iteration method called Gauss-

Siedel, in which one uses the latest iterative values as soon as they 

are available. This implies that if the nodes are scanned from left 

to right along the successive rows during the (n + 1) iteration, at 
(n + 1) (n + 1) 

any node (i,j), the values of T. 1 . and T. . 1 are already avail-
1 - ,J 1,] -

able from the previous calcuations, and may be used in Eq. (C-3) 
(n) (n} 

instead of Ti _ l,Jaild Ti,j _ 1 . Therefore, the Gauss-Seidel 
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iteration formula is written as: 

(n + 1) . -l~ (n + 1) (n) (n + 1) · 
T .. = (K + K + K + K ·) K T. l . + K T. + l . + K T. . l 
1,] w e s n w 1 - ,J e 1 ,J s 1,J -

(n) 

+ K T .. + ll 
n 1,J ~ 

(C-4) 

and the difference between the two successive iterates would be: 

(n + 1) (n) 

Ti . T .. = 
,] 1,] 

1 ~· (n + 1) (n) 
(K + K + K + K ) . K T. + K T

1
. + l . + w e s n w 1 - l,j e ,J 

(n + 1) (n) f 
K T. . l + K T. . + 1. s 1,] - n 1,J 

(n) 
- T .. 

1,] 
(C-5) 

A further improvement in the rate at which T .. might converge 
1,] 

to the exact solution can be achieved by the method of relaxation in 

which a larger change than 6. obtained from Eq. 
(n) 
T ... This may be written as: 
1,] 

(n + 1) (n) 
T .. = T .. +wb. 
1,] 1,] 

(C-5) is given to 

(C-6) 

where w is a parameter called the relaxation factor and may be given 

a value between 0 .and 2. Note that for w = 1, the relaxation method 

is identical to the Gauss-Seidel technique. For O<w<l the method is 

called under-relaxation, and for l<w<2,over-relaxation. Substituting 

6. from Eq. (C-5) into Eq. (C-6) yields the following formula for 

the successive rela~ption method: 

(n + 1) ~ (n + 1) (n) . (n + 1) 
T. . w(K + K + K + K ) -l K T. + l<e T

1
. + l + K T. . l 

1,] w e s n w 1 - l,j ,j s 1,] -

( n ) 
(1 - w) T. . • 

1,] 
(C-7) 

The Jacobi, Gauss-Seidel, and relaxation methods may also be 

written in matrix notation for the system of linear equations such as 

Eq. (C-1). To do this the ~atrix A in Eq. (C-1) is decomposed into 

·-
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three matrices, namely a lower triangular, a diagonal and an upper 

triangular, as follows: 

A = L+D+U (C-8) 

where 

all a12 ..• aln 0 0 0 all 0 . . 0 0 a12 · · · aln 

a21 a22 · · ·. a2n a21 0 0 
D 0 0 u 0 0 A = L = , = a21 ' 

. a2n , 
. . . . . . . . . . 

a nl 
a 

2 
.•. a a 

nl 
a n2 · · 0 0 . a 0 . 0 

n nn nn 

Having done this, it would not be difficult to show that the Jacobi, 

Gauss-Seidel and successive relaxation methods for solving the equa-

tions AX'= B have the following representation in matrix notation: 

Jacobi: (C-9) 

Gauss-Seidel: (C-10) 

Successive relaxation: 
(n+l) · -1 -1j l (n) 

X = w(D - wL) B -(D + wL) tU - (1 -w)D~X 

(C-11) 

The matrices 
-1 1 

J = -D (L + U) in Eq. (C-9), G = -(D + Lf U in Eq .. 

(C-10) and S • -(D + wL)
1

jwu - (1 ~ w)D I in Eq • (C-11), which play 

an essential role in the convergence of each method, are called,re-

spectively, the Jacobi, Gauss-Seidel,and the successive relaxation 

iteration matrices. It has been shown [ 46] that the convergence of 

these iteration methods, and the rate of convergence of the successive 

relaxation technique, may be characterized in terms of their iteration 

matrices as follows: 

1) The iteration method converges whenever the spectral radius of 

its corresponding iteration matrix is less than unity. 
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2) The successive relaxation method has the fastest rate of con-

vergence when the spectral _ radius of its iteration matrix is a 

minimum. Based on these requirements, Young [47] proves that the 

successive relaxation method for solving, the system of equations 

AX = B ·converges for O<w~2, if A is a symmetric, positive definite 

matrix. Young also gives the following theoretical formula for the 

optimum relaxation factor w: 

2 (C-12) w opt. 2 !.: 
1 + (1- P. (J)) 2 

where p(J) is the spectra 1 radius of the Jacobi iteration matrix. 

Equation (C-12) irnplies that knowledge of p(j) is required for calcu-

lation of the optimum relaxation factor. For a Drichlet problem 

(V
2

T = 0 where Tis known on the boundaries), if the domain of interest 

is a homogeneous rectangle with sides of length 1
1 

and 12 subdivided 

into a network of squares of side h, ~oung~ determines p(J) explicitly 

as follows: 

p(J) _ 1J rrh 1Th ~ - 2 cosT)+ cosET-) 
l - 1 2 

(C-13) 

UnfortunatelY, in a general problem where the domain of interest might 

beheterogeneous with irregular boundaries, no simple formula can be 

obtained for the calcuation of p(j). Therefore,its value is usually 

estimated. In this work a method described by Carre [2 8] is used to 

estimate p(j). This technique,which is simple and' convenient to use 

in a computer, can be summarized as follows: 

1) Assigning a first ~pproximation for ·the temperatures at each node, 

the iteration process is started with iterating once,using a relaxa-

tion factor of unity. Doing so provides better values for the temper-

atures, compared to the initial ones which might be very rough. 
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2) Several iterations are performed using a relaxation factor of 

w<w (Carre sugg~sts 12 iterations with w = 1.375). 
opt. 

3) An estimation for the . spectral radius of the successive over-

relaxation iteration matrix, i.e. matrix S(w) which was defined 

earlier,is made by: 

(n + 1) (n) 

p(S(w)) = -~-(.!...:T'-.:-::-------:--__;:;_T--:-:-~) 
(n) (n - 1) 

(C-14) 

~ (T - T ) 

where the summation signs cover all the nodes. It has been shown [46] 

that Eq. (C-14) is indeed an appropriate estimation for p(S(w). 

4) The spectral radius of the Jacobi iteration matrix is calculated 

from: 

p(J) [p(S(w)) +w- 1] 2 

2 2 w p (S(w)) 
(C-15) 

Equation (C-15) was obtained by Young, and holds whenever the converg-

ence requirements are satisfied. 

5) The spectral radius of the Jacobi iteration matrix, calculated 

from Eq. (C-15), is substituted in Eq. (C-12) to obtain an esti-

mation for w opt. This value of w opt. is then modified as: 

w = 1.25 w opt. - 0.5 (C-16) 

Equation (C-16) was obtained empirically by Carr~, and enhances the 

convergence. 

6) Using the value of w obtained from Eq. (C-16), the iteration 

process is repeated by going back to step 2. 

The iteration procedure is stopped whenever the following convergence 

condition is satisfied for all the nodes: 

I T(m) I 
1- ~ £ 

T(m - 1) . 
(C-17) 
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(m) (m - 1) · 
where T and T are,respectively, the values of temperature 

at each node at the end of two successive processes defined by steps 

2 through6, and E is a small number characterizing the required con-

vergence. 
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APPENDIX D 

LISTING OF THE COMPUTER PROGRAM 

p '< Cl G ~ !I ·.• :.:A PI ( I ~I p lJ T ' •) CJ T p II T ) 
r ************** ~~M~~STONS a~n rO~MON qLOr~S ********************** 

C 0 M I 0 :'-l/ G E i·l ': R A L I H K I lJ J , 1 .J 0 l • V K I 1 .) ~ • 1 ·'h) l • T ( 1 0 C , l:J J l • T 1 I l J 0 , 1 0 J l , X I 1 0 
*:) l , Y ( 1 ::;. ; l , DX ( 1 ~ 0 l , DY ( 1 n ·:' l • A I 1 .') 0 ) 'N • N N, NP 1 , T C.S 

c -------
r r<-t,.DT~n 1111.111111111' 1111 '1 111111 111111111,111111.111! 1 1·1 111111.111 

C PAqAMFTERS AMD CONT~OL INDICES ,- _ _, ____ _ 
D?!•'T , .. ,.:' 

~~~ F')"VAT!}H1,11)X,07(1H*l,/t17X,ll-i*•4.l<',''-1*•1'1X,17H* SOLID TI-IER\1liL *•l 
*6rl FLUID THER:'··1AL *tl1Xt3! 12f-i* l tlH*,/tl7X,5H* NO. tl1H* P 
*OROSITY •2fl6H* CONDUCTIVITY ltl2H* TCS/TCF t3112H* ETC/TCF l 
*•lH*•/t17Xt1H*t4Xt1H*tlOXt2!1H*•l5Xl•lH*•llX•1H*•)X,5H~OnEL•3X•~H* 
* ,oHEXPERIMEot~H * ,OHKRUPICZ<A,21-i *•/,J7X,o711H*ll 

DI=1o141'i0?6'i 
"'1=1!..~ 

C N I S THE "'' .1'1 BE R 0 F ~j 0 D ~ L 0 0 I 'H S IN T H ~ ~ ~ ~- 'J ?. :) I R r:: C T I t;.rJ <: 

•.J~l='i+~•+l 

".'P1.=~!+1 

'!.1.11 = N-1 
?CRIT=S0"Tf2ol/2o 
<l=C 
Mf:?') 

T! = 1 • 

T? = • .; 
T F: S T 1 = o ·;, 1 
TF)T2=.J.ll 

tnc:; QEAO 11~tDHI,RC2•S~,TCS,TCFoTCN~•~l,EXP 

11u FC'<~ATI8F7.5! 
C DHI=PO~OSITYoRC2=DI~ENSICNLESS PliDII QF T8P-~~TTO~ CJNTACTS 
C S~=SATURATION OF THE ~ETTING PHASEtTCS=THER~~L CON)UCTIV!TY OF 
( TliE SOLI~ PH~SE,TCF=Trl~R~AL CON~UCTIVITY OF THE WETTING 0 HASE 
C T C•·! ·J =THE Q·.~ A L (0'\DUCT TV TTY OF THE •!n~.l-'·1 E T T T ~IG PH 11. S E 
C i3I=8TOT ~I:J'HER,EXP=EXPEQI,iE·'JTAL i:FFECTI'JC T:iEI~·I.\L CO".!:)UCTIVITY 
C SET ~CR=G IF THERE IS NO SOLID-SOCID CJNTACT R::SI~TANC~ , 
C OTH::RNISE SET NCR=l 

"-!(~=0 

l2J 

IF(D~!.EJol•l ~0 TO 760 
,,,..1 = ;> 
"-' S=··J 
IF( T(F.F"'• .-; l Gl) T'J 170 
::xo=EXP/TCF 
QI\TII"\=TCSITCF 
Q ;\ T I 01 = TC.S !TCN'·! 
C ·\ L L G "::; P .. \ ( "'-f I , R C 2 ' S ,v , R C 1 • R ','i l 
'<Y= SGRT ( 1• -RC?**?. l 
Cl=l.-RC1**2. 
,..?=S,lRTf'""1 l 
C~="Y 
.'') '.~ ~~ = J 
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c -------
r 
c 

CH~PT~R 2222222222222222222222222~~22~2222222222222222222222222222 
SPASING BETwF.E~ THE NODAL POINTS 

c -------
no ~00 I=loN 
VIII=RV*II.-11.-FLOATIIIIFLOATINII**NCll 

200 COI'JTINUE 
' tV"\ ~02 T=l oi\J\'l 

X I I I= IV IN I-V I .''1- I I I *C 2 I RV 
~J? (Q~TIIIJIJE 

X I~~~ =C:? 
'WI11=VI11 
')XIli=XIll 
A!li=!Xfll-~X(lll?el**2• 
A1'1L~=A! l I 
')') ?10 I='•"' 
OVI I I=V! 11-V! I-ll 
::>X! I I =X I I I -X! I -1 I 
AN F:'N = (X I I I -I) X I I I I 2 • I** 2 • 
A IT I :ll••E:•.t-llnL') 
IIIJL "= ~111~" 1 •.' 

21.1 t::C~!T I~~': 
t')V(•!P1 l=e"l 
A I ~·o 11 =C 1-A1'1f. F) 

c--------c CHAPTER 3333"!3"!33,3,33~~~~3,33,33?~~,~3333~,!!333!3~~333"!3333333"!3 

C CALCULATION OF THE THER~AL CO~OUCTANCES BETWEEN THE NODAL POINTS 
C HK!IoJI=TH~R~AL CO~t')UCTANCE qc::TW~EN THE NODAL POINTS IN THE 
C R DIRECTION 
C VK!IoJI=THfR~AL CO~DUCTA~CE ~ETWEE~ THE NOOIIL POINTS IN THE 
C Z DIRECTIIJN 

c------... -IFCTCF.Eo •• o, GO TO 300 
JF(q'N.EOelel RATI01=qATIO 

3 v 0 DO 3 9 2 1 = 1 , N 
1(1(:1'\ 

1!'1(1(=~ 

Ll =1 
ll L= 1 
I F I V ! I I • G T • R C 1 I GO T 0 3 14 
')C 31·-: J=loN 
CALL CONDUCT <toR~oioJoTCSoTCFI 

31~ C0NTIMUE . 
VKI I ol\lP1 I=A! ~JPl I IDYl I I 
r;O TO 392 

~14 ~rw:snqrf~(l*~Cl+~W!~W-1.1 

XC=SQoT<t.-V!ti*V!Ill 
IF!Y!IIeGTeRC~I GO TO "!48 
D~ 338 J=loN 
TF!XIJleGTeXCI GO T~J 31q 
CALL CONDUCT ltoRWoJoJ•TCSoTCFI 
GC TO "!38 

"!18 1(1{:1(1(+1 
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.. 

IFI~~.GTe1l GO Tn ~74 
CALL CONOJCT l?oXCoioJoTCStTCFl 
G8 TO 3'38 

324 IFITCF.EO •• OJ GO TO 326 
H K I I t J l = I X I J l -I) X I J l I 2 • l * I I) Y I ·I l +f) Y I T + 1 l l I 2 • I R A T I 0 I [)X I J l * 2 • 
G1 Tfl ~?CI 

~26 YKIItJl=eJ 
~?~ I~'"ILL.GTel I liO TO 33:J 

YC=SQRTil.-XIJ-11**?.1 
IFIYC.LT.YI 1-1 I I GO TO 3'30 
CALL CONDUCT 13oYColoJoTCSoTCFJ 
GIJ TO 338 

33u IFITCF.EQ •• OJ GO TO 334 
VKIIoJl=AIJ)IDYIIJIRATIO 
GO TO 336· 

':1"~4 VKI T oJI=.·• 
'~"~6 Ll =LL+l 
33~ C0'-!Tl ~JUE 

IFIYII-ll.GE.RCll GO TO 342 
CALL CONDUCT 13oRC1oioNPloTCStTCFJ 
GO TO 392 

342 IFITCF.EQ •• Ol GO TO 344 
V K I I , f\IP 1 l =A I NP 1 l I DY I I I IRATI 0 
1':1" H'l "~4.C, 

'344 VK( I o'.tPJl=eO 
346 GO TO :'19? 
348 X~=SQqT(RW**2e-YIII**2.1 

I(I(:J 

/Ll = 1 
!')" "Q4 J=1 .~· 
recxiJI.r:T.x~l r.o To 3~4 

(~LL COI\II"''JCT I 1oR'~tltJoTCSoTCC'I 
G'J TO 384 

'3"i4 IFIXIJieGT.XWI GO TO ~74 
V~:l(l(+1 

'362 

'364 
'16(, 

37'1 

37"i 
37l 

IC'IKK.GT.ll r,O TO ~6? 
CALL CO~DUCT 12oXCtioJoTCStTCFI 
'i"l TO '~84 

IFITCF.EO •• JI GO TO 364 
HKI T oJl=IXIJJ-'")X(JI l?.l*IDYI I I+I"'YI I+l l li2.1RATJOIDXIJ1*2• 
-;, rn ·u .. ~ 
HKI ItJI=•::l 
1~'"1LL•GT.1J G~ .TO '370 
YC=SJRTil.-XIJ-11**2•1 

·IFIYC.LT.YII-111 GO TO 370 
CALL C0~DUCT l~tYCtioJoTC~oTCFJ 
r,, rn '~94 

!C'ITCC'.FQ •• JI r.O TO 37~ 

VKIIoJI=~IJliDYII!IRATI0 
GO TO "~71 . 
VKI loJl=.O 
LL=LL+l 
GO TO ~84 
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?.74 1(11'1(:1(1(1(+1 
TFII(KK.GT.ll GO TO 378 
IF(D',oJ.E').l • I Gn Tl"' '176 

·c~LL CONDUCT l?tXWtloJoTCFtTCNWI 
c;o TO "'84 

376 CALL CONDUCT 12oXWoTtJtTCSoTCFI 
GO TO 384 

~7~ TFITCF.~~ •• CJ GO T~ 37Q 
H:( I I • J I= I X I J J-DX I J I I 2 • I* I DY I T I +DY I T + 1 I I I 2 • /R .~. T T 01 /">X I J I* 2 • 
GO TO ~81 

37q HKiloJI=.~ 
~Al IFILLteGTol I G" Tl') 38? 

YC=SQQJIR~**2·-X<J-11**2•1 
!FIYC.LTeYII-111 GO TO 382 
t~IDW.E0elel Gn T~ "190 
CALL CO~DIJCT l~oYColoJoTCFoTCNWI 

GO TO 384 
380 CALL CONDUCT l~oYC•!oJoTCSoTCFI 

(';" T" '>Q4 

"'~' IFITCF.EQ •• OI GO TO "'83 
VKI I oJI=AIJIIDY.I I J./RAT!Ol 
GO TO 388 

38"1 V'<l !tJI=eO 
388 ll L=LLL+l 
384 CONTINUE 

IFIII-lle'::')•'"'l Gn Tn '~9"i 
VLI')'•I:::V(l-1) 
r," Tn 387 

385 Yl Oil/=.0 
~87 IFIYLOWeG~.RCWI GO TO 390 

IF!q~.E').t.l G~ Tn 386 
CALL COND~CT l3oRCw,I.NP1tTCFoTCNWI 
GO TO 392 

386 CALL CONDUCT 13tRCWtltNPloTCSoTCFI 
r;o rc ... ~? 

300 IFITCF.En •• OI GO TO '104 
IJI( I I '"JD 1 I:: A I ~!P 1 I /DY I t l /0 ~ Tl 0 l 
GO TO 392 

"'94 VKIIo~Pll=~J 
~9? CO"lTTNUE 

IFINCR.EG.Jl GO TO 400 
\1 '< I •! P ' • 1 I ::: II I 1 I * 0 t I!;> !I T T rl 
4l((~Ploli:4V(~oll 

!)0 393 I=2oN 
t F I X I t - 1 I • G T • ~ C 2 I GO T 0 3 9 5 
VKINP1oli=AII1*9l/RATIO 
G') TO "'96 

"'0~ Vl(I~P1oii:::AIIl*I•1E+?OI/RATIO 
396 Hl((~lPltli:::HKINoii 
39" 1"0''Hl"l!J~ 

IJKI~PtoNPti=AINPll*lel~+?~l/RATTO 
').... .., 0 Q t = , • ~"' , 
"0 '10'7 J=t•llj 
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c 
c 
c 
c 

VKI~Pl+l•J~~VKI~Pl-ItJ) 
HKI"JPl+IoJI=HI(IN-ItJI 

397 CONTINUE 
VI(I"JPl+IoNPli=VKINPl-It~Pll 

39'! CO~TI~US:: 
~o 'I 9 o J = 1 .• ~'.~' 1 

'2.0q VI(INNoJI=VI((loJI ·· 
GO TO 402 

~---·--
CHAPTER 4444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444 
INITIAL TEMPEN#TYR€ DISTRioUTION 
ONE DIMENSIONAL HEAT FLOW ASSU~PTION 

c -------
4"'1. ""=~ 
4J2 NNl=NN+l 

DO 406 J=lo~Pl 
TlloJI=TI 
TI\•NloJI=T2 

406 cc~T I ~tuE 
TFITCF.EQ;..OI r.o TO 409 
DO 408 J=loNPl 
l:i:.:l 
DO 407 I=ltNN 

40"7 Q=~+lo/VI(I TtJI 
YEATa I T2-T I I /R 
DO 408 I=2oNN 
TlltJ)•TII-loJ)+HEAT/V(II-loJ) 

4,:Jq C'1NT 1 \IUE 
Gl"' Tl"' 411 

4~o ~o 41n T=?·~~ 

TITtli=Tit-loll-ITI-T21/FLOATI~NI 
DO 413 J=2oNPl 
TIIoJI=TIIoll 

41-:: CO'IITIN:.JE 
411 DO 412 I=loNNl 

1'1(1 41'2 J=loNDl 
41'2 Tll I oJI=TI ItJI 

c -------
c CHAPTER 555555555555555~5555555555555555555555S5555555555555555555 
C SUCCESSIVE OVER RELAXATION PROCESS 
c 

CALL RELAXIl.tl4tOMNI 
o·~o=O.v.N 

·CALL RELAXIO~O,NltO~"Jl 

'tSao.,tS+~!I 

. c:,.)'J 14E4.T0 •• 1 
HEI\T:.J=O 
DO 51·: I=1 o"JDl 
HEATD=HEATO+VKiltii*Il.-TI2oiii 
HEATU::HEATU+VKI"JNtii*TINNtii 

51:; (""HI ~·uE 
IFIA3Sil-HEATO/HEATUioGToTESTll GO TO 530 
D'J <;2"1 I·1=2oiiJ'II 
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")Q <;~~ J''•=1•"'01 
IFIA9Sil-TIIOoJOI/Tli!OoJOIIoGT.TEST21 GO TO 530 

520 CONTINUE 
G:l TO 600 

530 1')'~'1=QMI\j 

~S=NS+NI 
CALL RELAXIO~Oo"''IoO~"''I 
r;~ T~ 50:! 

( -------
c CHAPTER 6666666666666666666~66666666666666666666666666666666666666 
C HEAT FLOW CALCULATION 
c 

600 HEAT=IHEATD+HEATU!*Pl/2o 
RE1=4o/H~AT 

IF<TCFoEO •• OI GO TO 640 
o~1=Re1/P~TT"l 
IFCSWoEOo!oOI GO T0 6~A 
Vl=Cl*C'~ 
~2=1C3*12o+RC2**2ol-3o*~Cl+RC1**3ol*P1/l2o 
V3=Cl*RCl*Pl/4 
VS=Ilo-PHII*Vl-V2-V3 
V4=5QRT<RW**2o+RC1**2o-lol 
VW=PHI*SN*Vl+V2+V3-Pl/4o*Cl*V4-Pl/l2o*l3o*R~**2o*C3-3o*RW**2e*V4-C 

*"**"•+V4**'~•l 
VT=<l.-PI/4~1*(l*C3 
VN'>v=VT-VS-V~J 

TC2=TCS**IVS/VT!*TCF**IV~/VTI*TCNW**IVNW/VTI 
RT=C3/Ilo-PI/4oi/Cl/TC2*TCF 
GO TO 648 

6~8 qE2=1C3-R(ll/ll.-PI/4o!/Cl 
JF(PHioLToo4761 GO TO 610 
RT=RE2 
GO TO 648 

610 IF<RCl-RCRITI 616o640o640 
616 TETA=PI/2o-2o*~TAN<RC1/C21 

RE3=<RATI0-1.1**2o/I~ATIO*ALOGCRlTIO!-RATIO+lol/RATIO/TETA/RC1 
RE4=RCl/I~I-TETA/?o-RCl*C21 
CALL RESISIRAT!OoRCloRE51 
OT:PE?+lo/llo/OE3+!o/RE4+?o/R~~) 

G':l TO 648 
64J C4=?.•RC1**2.-1. 

C4=SQRTIC41 
C5=<1.-PI/4oi*Cl 
CALL RESISIRATIOoRCloRE51 
R!:6=C4/C'i/RATIO 
~T=RE2+~E512.+RE6 

64~ IFINCRoEOoll RT=RT*2• 
RT=lo/llo/RFl+le/RT! 
GO TO 650 

640 RT=REl 
65J JFIIIICRoEOoll C~=C,*2• 

ETC=C'3/I:!T/Cl 
JFINCR.EO.ll GO TO 655 
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. .. 

~l=VKINoll*TI~•ll 
"'~ 6 'i., I =., '~I 
IFIXII-1l.GT.RC21 GO TO 652 
~l=Ol+V~I~tll*TI~tll 

65" C8NTI"-J'JE 
'H=~l /HEATU 
GO TO 657 

655 Ql=VKINPloll*ITINPltll-TINPl+lolll 
1"1') 6'5F, !=2oM 
IFIXII-ll.GT.RC21 GO TO 6~6 
~1=Ql+VKI/IlPloll*ITINPl•Il-TINPl+ltiii 

656 CONTIN:.JE 
Ql=Ql/HEATU 

657 IF,ITCFoEQ •• OI GO TO 658 
S1=.28-.757*ALOG1:1PHII 
"CI?=O 
0 I=.1"'+?J 
r>:?=-."'57 
83=31+92*AL~Gt:IRATIOI 
ETC2=PATI"**91 
G0 TO 7i)'J 

658 ETCZ=.O 
r. -------

/ 

r ~YAPT~Q 7777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777 
C O'JT our 
,. -------

7·JO I(L =KL+l 
0:0'-!J 

710 

..,.,, 

740 

74,2 

744 

746 

748 
750 

76" 
.. 64 

PRINT 7l0tKLoPoTCStTCFoRATIOoETCtEXPtETC2 
FO~~ATI17Xo2H* ol2t2H *•3~tF5e4o2Xt211H*o3XtE9.4o3XIt3H* oF7olo2X 

*•311H*t3XoF5o2o3XltlH*l 
DP!MT 722tDC!tDC2 
F0QVATil2X,4YQ(l=•F~.4•'5Xt4HRC?:oF~.41 

D'H'IT 74G.~I 
FJR~ATI5Xo3rlBI=oE9.41 

PRI~T 742tS~.R~ 
1 

. 

FQq~~T15Xo1rlS~=•F5o4o5Xo!HRW=oF5o!l 
PQI"JT 744t'll 
FJR~AT15Xo6HJCT;Q:,F5e41 
ooy~T 74~,n~~,M5 

~OR~ATI5Xo6YO~EGA=oF5.3t3Xol3HNO. OF ITER.=~I31 
DC 750 I =lt!\11111 
r ~~ = •1•11 • 1 - r 
PRINT 748oiTII!IltJI•J=ltNPll 
FOR~ATI415Xol5F7o4t/ll 

CONTINUE 
G, TO 105 
DD!•!T 764 
~~q~ATI17~,Q-.(1H*ll 

STOP 
p-.o 
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c 
c 
c 
c 
( 

SU9ROUTINE GEOPAIPHitRC2•S~tRCltRW! 
THIS SUoROUTINE CALCULATES THE DI~ENSIONLESS RADII OF LATERAL 
CO~TACTStRCltAND THE DIMENSIONlESS RADIUS TO THE ~ETTING-NON
~ETTI~G J~TERF•cE,RWtKNO~ING T~E POROSITYtPHitDI~ENSIONL~SS 
RADII OF TOP-BOTTOM CONTACTSt~C2tAND THE S~TURATION OF THE 
~~TTING o~~s~.sw. 

DJ:" 0 14lc;')21,"4 
S2=SQRTII.-RC2**2ol 
IFIPHI-.~~61 110•104tl04 

l,J4 RCl=.O 
Sl=SQRTI1.-RC1**2•l 
t;t'l Tl') 1<;C: 

!lJ I=::l 
JFIPHioLT •• 1961 GO ~0 l4J 
T~IRC2oGT.O! GOTO 130 
A=I1.-PHIJlf6o/PI 
Al=3o+A**2o/3o 
Bl=~•*A**~·/'7.+A+lo 
G'J T!") 1'3c; 

130 A=lt.-PH11*6•*S2/PI 
T=.5*13o*S2-S2**3~-4ol 
A1=19o+A**'?•I/"!1o 
9l•'•*A**3o/,7o+A-T 

135 B2=S~PTIA1/3ol 
~=3o*Bl/I?.*A1*~21 
IFIB.GToOl GO TO 136 
TETA=ACOSI-8113. 
r;o TO 1':17 

13~ TETA=IPI-ACOSI~Il/3• 
1"!1~ X=~•*n?*r"'e(T~TA) 

T~IPHI.LT •• 1961 GO TO 150 
138 Sl=X-A/3. . 

IFISloLToloOI GO TO 139 
<;1=1·" 

13o ~C1=S"'~Tilo-Sl**2•l 
-:i':l TO 1"" 

14~ TFI~C?o r;T.Cl ~0 TO 14" 
I:!Cl=1o-3o*PHI/2o 
I";"' TQ 1·c;o; 

14c; S'=SQoTCl.-q('**2•l 
81t=llo-PHJ)*<;?-1ol~. 

B1l=PI*Il.-S2l**2•*12o+S2l/l2o 
T=lo-llo5*Alll**2o 
A1=T**2o/"!!o-4o"*Al!*91! 
~1=-'•*T**"!!•/?~+1•"*A11*911*T+?•'"*91,**'• 
!,t'l T"l 1"" 

1c;0 !e(y~e~.ll ~I" TO 1"!1q 
X=X+T/'>,o 
~C1=SJRTI!.-XI 
Cl=SQOTIXl 
recqcl-.7~7111"?•1~'·1"'" 

r = 1 
GO TO 130 ~ 
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• 

. . 

155 IFISW- 1 •1 1~ 0 o'56ol~6 
156 R·.-1=1.:: 

t;O TO 16~ 

!59 A=6•*Sl**'•*S?*PHI*IS~-l•+l•/PHII/DI 
Al=•7~*1S1+•5*S2l**?• 
Bl=.5*151**3.+.5*S2**3.+Al-.25*151+.5*521**3• 
TETA=AC051-.~*~1/Ift1/~.l**l•51/~. 
X='•*SORT!Al/~.l*COSITFT~+4.*P!!~.I 

RW=X+.5*151+.5*52) 
l6J ~C::TUR~I 

'= ~· ::> 
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SUBROUTIN~ CO~DUCT IISoX1oloJoTCl•TC71 
C THIS SUBROJTINE CALCULATES THE THER~Al CONDUCTANCES BETWEE~ THE 
C ~ODAL POI~TS. 

CO~~ON/GE~ERAL/HKilOOol~OioVKilOOolOOioTilOJolOJioTlllJOtlOOioXIlO 
*~ I , Y I 1 J<J I, DX I 1 .10 I oDY I 1 00 I , A I 100 I • N, ~N • NP 1, TC S 
~0 TO 11J~o2}~,~0~1•1~ 

1JC H!<l!oJI=:?.*IXIJI-f)XIJI/7ei*IDYI!I+DYI!+lii/Ze/"')XIJI 
VI( I! oJI=AI J)/!')Y( J.) 

~1"1 TO 400 
ZJ•l XC=X1 

DX?:XIJI-XC 
f)Xl=DXIJl-DX7 
!FITCleE~ •• OI GO T0 ?10 
O):"')X1/(X(-0Xli~·+·1E-101/TC1*TCS 

IFITC?.E~ •• JI GO TO 210 
qz=DX2/IXC~DX?/?ei/TC~*TC~ 
HKI!oJI=2e*lle/IRl+R21l*IIDYI!J+f)YII+lll/?el 
GO TIJ 220 

210 Hl(lfoJI=eO 
220 VKIIoJI=AIJI*TCl/DYI!I/TCS 

GO TO 400 
"~"" vr.=xl 

'W2=Y IT 1-Y':' 
n'l'l=r)YI I 1-1"\'1'2 
!FITCl.EQ •• 61 GO TO 310 
o1=,..,Yl/AIJ)/TC!*TrS 
!FITCZeEQ •• JI GO TO 110 
R2=~Y2/AIJ)/TC2*TCS 

Vl(lfoJI=l•/1~1+~21 
G0 TO 40·') 

"1(' V'<lloJI=•O 
4J" OFT'Jolr 

r~rl) 
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SUBROUTINE RELAXIO~OtNltO~NI 
THIS SJ5RO~TINE CALCULAT~S THE OPTIMU~ -CCFLFRATICN FACTOR FOR 
SUCCESSIVE OVER-RELAXATION AS DESCRI9ED IN APPENDIX C• 
~o·•·~o~uc:~'lE~ ~L/H!<. I 10 J • 1 ')j I oVKI 1 ')C o100 I oT I 1 :.'! ol ')J I oT 1 I 1 C·'),]:'lC 1 ,l( C 10 

*"' ) , Y I 1 l r I , I') X C l- ::l ) t DY I 1 ~C) • A I 1 ":':) , N • ~~~~~ ollfD 1 , T C'i 
n•.•EGA=I"'""' 
111 I·~l=t-JI-1 
'111'12="\I-2 
DO 10q II=1•NI 
D'J 1]2 I=2•"'"' 
IP1=I_..1 
T '' 1 =I- J 
~ :J ~ 1 = T I I P 1 t 1 l * V K I I • 1 l + T I I "'1 , 1 l * \f K I T r~ 1 , 1 l + T C T , 2 I * H K I I M 1 , 1 l 
SUM2 =VK I I, l HVK I I·~ lo 1 HHK I I·~ lo J. l 
IFCSU~2·EO •• Jl GO TO 100 
TCioll=I1-0~~GAl*TIIo1l+6~EGA*CSU~1/SUX2l 

l~J DO 101 J=?•N 
JD~ :J+1 
J'~1 =J-1 
SU'·~1=TC IPl,JI*VKC I•Jl+TC P~loJl*VKC I:'-11tJ!+TC I ,JP1 l*HK( Pll,JI+T! I ,J'-1 

*l >*HI( c r·q, J'q, 
SJM2=VKCI,Jl+VKCI~1oJl+HKCI~1tJ)+HKCIAloJ~ll 

IFCSU~2•EQ •• Ol GO TO 101 
T I I • ..J l =I 1. -O:~E G 1\ l *T I It J l +ui'1E'GA *IS U"'ll SUi-12 l 

1J1 C0!14TINUE 
su:·ll=T I I Pl,N?1 l *VKC I ,;·~Pl !+T I 1'41,:--IP! l *Vi(( PlloNPl l +TC I oN!*HKC It.11 tl'l) 
SUM2=VKIIoNP1l+VKCI'-11.oNP1l+HKCI~ltNl 
IFC~Uu?.~0 •• ~l GO TO 1~2 
TCioNPll=I1-'J~~GA!*TIIo!14D1!+~"~"'E~A*ISUV1/SU~2l 

J.";? CONTI"IUE 
TFINIYl·~~.Jl GO TC 111 
IF!II.LT.'l!~2l GO TO 109 
I5=NI-II+l 
GO TO 11'7ol:5ol831oiS 

1J~ DO t:4 !=?ol\4~ 
,.,,., , 84 J=1 ,'.)01 

TlC loJl=TC IoJl 
1C4 CJ'IIT I N'JE 

r;Q TO lJO 
1J5 E\1=: 

1J6 

l.i7 

, Jq 

!::>0 1 0 6 I=~ t 'I~' 
DO 106 J=loNPl 
~~=Eu+11.'3SC TC I •Jl-Tll IoJI I 
THToJl=TIIoJ) 
(~MT I ~HIE 
E1=E~ 
GO TO 1J9 
E'~=.; 

DC 109 I=Z•~ll\f 
')0 1')8 J=lo'l~1 

EvaE\f+a3SCTIIoJl-T1CloJll 
(1)"1 T I •!UE 
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C:;l="'" 
El A!llDA=~2/~l 

109 CO'JTI'IIUE 
O~!EG.A =Oi·10 
~2(ELANDA+OMEGA-ll/OMEGA 

(:1-(~*8/C:LAIIlDIIl 

IFICoGToJ) GO TO 110 
~"~""=0'"fGA 
r,o TO 112 

110 !"l=lo+S~RTICl 
0'-1C:GA=?o/"' 
O~EGA=O~EGA-12-0MEGAl/4o 

0~"~1=0'1EGA 
GO TO 112 

111 Q)I,N=lo.37S 
11? ~C:T'JQ~I 

1:'1\1!) 
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S!JI'\qi')'JT [MF'". RES IS (I~ATlOt~Cl ,q I 
THIS <;u"\RO'JTIN~ CALC'JLATES TH~" THER~AL ~ESTSTI\"lC~ OF S""CTTON 4 • 
111=100 
N""1=N-1 
DI=3el4l~t:l26'i4 

Q:QATI0-1 
~1=SQRTI1.-RC1**2~1 
~C~IT=SgRTI?.I/2• 

tFIRC1-RCRITI 100,110tl10 
100 '"'2=q('l 

l('1:.0 
OX=RCl/FL~ATI".fl 

ASI=I l1e-H1**2ei*ATANtH2/H11-ACOSIHli+H1*RCll/2e 
ASF=eO . 
GO TO 120 

11 ') H2=Hl 
X1=SQRTI2e*RC1**2•-l•l 
DX=IR(1-X11/FLOATINI 
ASI=Hl**Z.*IATANIH2/Hll-PI/2e+lel/2e 
ASF=.O 

120 AT=1Ht*H2-Hl**'•*ATANIH2/Hlll/2e 
<;U\4:Ile/I~*A<;I+AT)+1e/IQ*ASF+ATI)/?e 

Al=H1**2• 
A2=ATANIH2/Hl I 
')11 1~~ I=l•~'"l 
X=X~'+!)X*FLOATITI 

A3=le-X**2• 
H3=SQIH I A1 I 
AS:IIA~-A1 I*A?-A~*ACOS1Ht/H~I+H1*SQPTIA~-Alll/?e 

'3 1)'14=5!)"+1 • II "l*AC:.+AT I 
13rl C0~1T I "'UE 

R=SUM*OX 
RETtJQ._. 

. e ~"' 
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